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Western Specialty:
Western Snowy Plover

Photo by © Grace Murayama and Larry Loeher of Los Angeles, California:
Western Snowy Plover (Charadrius nivosus nivosus)
Zuma Beach, Los Angeles County, California, 6 March 2020.
What does it take to sustain a threatened bird in the largest city in western North America? 
In this issue of Western Birds, Thomas P. Ryan, Stacey Vigallon, Ross Griswold, Lucien 
Plauzoles, Cheryl Egger, Susan Sheakley, Lana Nguyen, and Robert Schallmann report on  
the status and conservation of the Snowy Plover in Los Angeles and Orange counties, 
southern California. On beaches used by millions of people, monitoring and management 
must be intensive. Protective measures have been incrementally more effective in Orange 
County, where since 2017 the number of nesting pairs has crept up and the wintering 
population has remained stable while in Los Angeles County any nesting has been 
intermittent and the wintering population continues to decline.

Photo by © Joel Gilb of Sahuarita, Arizona:
Tropical Kingbird (Tyrannus melancholicus)
Sumner Lake State Park, De Baca County, New Mexico, 18 June 2022.
Since the Tropical Kingbird first colonized in southeastern Arizona in 1938, its breeding  
range in the United States has gradually spread north. The first Tropical Kingbirds in New 
Mexico were an apparent pair in 2010, then in 2022 Matthew J. Baumann discovered the 
first nest in New Mexico, as he relates in this issue of Western Birds. This photo is of the  
male of that pair, whose nest was not successful.
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Front cover photo by © Edward C. Beedy of Nevada City, California: Tricolored 
Blackbird (Agelaius tricolor), Orchard Park, Placer County, California, 25 April 
2017. The Tricolored Blackbird, in steep decline, represents one of the most 
challenging problems of bird conservation in western North America. Two 
articles in this issue of Western Birds address what it takes to achieve mean-
ingful conservation of birds nesting in active agriculture and use of foraging 
habitat in a region where it is shrinking rapidly as urbanization and intensive 
agriculture replace grasslands.

Back cover photo by © Robert Trotter of Klawock, Alaska: Eurasian Wigeon 
(Mareca penelope) at Shemya Island, Aleutian Islands, Alaska, 22 October 2005. 
Though the Eurasian Wigeon has been well known as a migrant and winter 
visitant in the Aleutians since the late 1800s, the question of its breeding in 
North America had been answered only with innuendo and speculation—until 
2022, when Jack Withrow documented nesting on two of the central Aleutians, 
as he reports in this issue of Western Birds.
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ABSTRACT: Since the early 1990s when much of the population of the Tricol-
ored Blackbird (Agelaius tricolor) began nesting in fields of triticale grown for dairy 
silage in the San Joaquin Valley, many colonies have been destroyed inadvertently 
during harvest. After previous inconsistent efforts, in 2015 a Regional Conservation 
Partnership Program brought the dairy industry, Natural Resource Conservation 
Service, Audubon California, California Department of Fish and Wildlife, and other 
partners together in an effort to stem the losses. The program located colonies and 
compensated farmers for crop value lost when the harvest was delayed until after 
the blackbirds fledged and encouraged creation of alternative nesting habitat to at-
tract nesting birds away from agricultural fields. Before 2015, data on the numbers 
of colonies in silage fields, and on the blackbirds’ productivity conserved and lost, 
are complete only for 2005–2009, when only 43% of colonies encompassing 60% of 
the monitored nestings avoided destruction. From 2015 to 2022, 93% of colonies 
representing 96% of nesting attempts were conserved, and the number of birds 
nesting in silage increased by as much as 100,000. The program’s success resulted 
from the adequacy of federal funding, protection provided by the species’ listing as 
endangered by the state of California, and effective communications and cooperation 
among the partners and within the dairy industry. Protection of colonies in silage 
fields since 2015 likely contributed to the substantial increase in the numbers of birds 
nesting in this habitat and perhaps to an increase in California’s Tricolored Blackbird 
population as a whole. Continued effort is needed to achieve the species’ recovery.

The Tricolored Blackbird (Agelaius tricolor) is a colonial-nesting spe-
cies nearly endemic to California. Its long-term decline (Clipperton 2018) 
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resulted in its designation as threatened under the California Endangered 
Species Act in 2019 (Beedy et al. 2018). The decline is attributed initially to 
conversion of large areas of wetlands to agriculture (ibid.), more recently 
compounded by conversion of grasslands and favorable agricultural crops to 
orchards, vineyards, and urban development (Cook and Toft 2005, Graves 
et al. 2013, Airola et al. 2018a, b, 2023), reduction of insect prey to increased 
use of neonicotinoid insecticides (Meese 2013, 2014, 2015b, Clipperton 2018, 
Graves et al. 2022), aridification (Erickson et al. 2021), and destruction of 
breeding colonies during agricultural harvest (Meese 2014, 2015, Beedy et 
al. 2018, Clipperton 2018).

The Tricolored Blackbird’s breeding population in California has been 
assessed through the triennial statewide survey (Meese 2022). The surveys 
of 2008, 2011, 2014, 2017, and 2022 are considered sufficiently complete 
and standardized to be a basis adequate for assessing population trends. The 
statewide survey showed a 63% decline from 395,000 in 2008 to 145,000 in 
2014, then increased over the next two surveys to 218,000 in 2022 (ibid.). 
Independent analyses estimated a population decline of 5–6% annually and 
by 40% from 2008 to 2017 (Meehan et al. 2018, Robinson et al. 2018). 

In apparent response to habitat loss, in recent decades tricolors have 
adapted to nest in several anthropogenic habitats. Much of the remaining 
population now nests in non-native Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armenia-
cus) and smaller wetlands in grassland-dominated regions (Cook and Toft 
2005, Airola et al. 2018b, Airola 2021). A high proportion of the population 
also now nests in agricultural fields in the San Joaquin Valley (Meese 2009, 
Kyle and Kelsey 2011, Clipperton 2018; see Results). 

Triticale, a hybrid of wheat and rye grown as a silage crop for dairies, is 
currently the main agricultural crop in which the tricolor nests (Graves et 
al. 2013, Clipperton 2018). Its use was first noted in 1989 (Beedy et al. 1991), 
and by large colonies in the early 1990s (Hamilton et al. 1995, Meese 2009). 
Triticale grown for silage must be harvested at early maturation when its 
moisture and energy content is high and fiber level is low, as it quickly loses 
its forage value (Mayo and Lozano del Rio 2004). Harvest often coincides 
with the tricolor’s incubation and nestling stages so often results in loss of 
the reproductive effort of an entire colony (Beedy et al. 2018). 

The tricolor’s use of triticale fields has prompted concerns over the species’ 
conservation. Losses of large colonies have been reported since the 1990s 
when dairy operations in the Central Valley increased (Hamilton et al. 1995, 
Kyle and Kelsey 2011, Clipperton 2018). Initially, Hamilton et al. (1995:i) 
suggested that losses during triticale harvest were inconsequential because 
the tricolor’s population was limited by available habitat and “protective 
measures such as intervention in agricultural operations will have no lasting 
effect upon the populations, and such measures may be counterproductive… 
[by] inducing increased problems at dairies and elsewhere.” They recom-
mended creating new habitat to support a larger population and finding ways 
to protect colony sites on private lands because most habitat suitable for the 
species is privately owned. Notwithstanding some localized creation of habitat 
for the blackbird in recent decades (see Results), the net extent of habitat has 
continued to decline through conversion of grasslands and suitable open field 
crops, such as hay and alfalfa, to unsuitable orchards and vineyards and to 
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residential and commercial development (Cook and Toft 2005, Cameron et 
al. 2014, Beedy et al. 2018, Airola et al. 2023). 

Efforts to protect colonies in silage began as early as 1992 with establish-
ment of a conservation framework that included colony surveys, voluntary 
landowner agreements, compensation for crop value lost when harvest was 
delayed until after fledging, and in some cases payment of full market value 
to buy the crop occupied by a blackbird colony (Meese 2009). Before 2015 
conservation efforts and monitoring were often sporadic because of inad-
equate and inconsistent funding and lack of legal incentives for protection, 
resulting in recorded and presumably unreported cases of colony destruction 
(Kelsey 2008). Surveys, and to a lesser degree conservation efforts, were more 
comprehensive from 2005 to 2009 (Meese 2009) but then were sporadic and 
not well reported again from 2010 to 2015. 

Following continued losses of tricolor colonies to harvest of triticale, in 
2015 the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) awarded $1.1 
million under its new Regional Conservation Partnership Program to a part-
nership consisting of Dairy Cares, Audubon California, the California Farm 
Bureau Federation, Sustainable Conservation, and Western United Dairies 
(Arthur 2015, Audubon California 2020). The grant was awarded to protect, 
restore, and enhance tricolor habitat on San Joaquin Valley agricultural lands 
over five years. The conservation plan adopted by the 16-member Tricolored 
Blackbird Working Group (2007) identified the partnership program’s goals: 
to compensate producers for crop value lost by delaying harvest to protect 
nesting blackbirds, to restore and enhance wetlands and private farmlands 
to provide safe alternative nesting sites, to develop crop insurance or silage 
banks as a long-term substitute for federal compensation programs, and to 
communicate effectively among partners and within the farm community 
the importance of protecting the tricolor and the industry’s role in saving 
the species. Partners contributed matching services in kind and cash that 
raised the value of the program’s funding to nearly $2 million. The California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CalDFW), the trustee agency, separately 
initiated efforts to identify agricultural colonies and monitor their numbers 
and fates, and it contributed toward funds to reimburse landowners for de-
laying their harvests. 

Conserving the tricolor has required developing and applying new and 
innovative approaches to foster collaboration among resource-management 
agencies, nonprofit groups, and private entities. Describing the Regional 
Conservation Partnership Program and evaluating its effectiveness, along 
with that of other programs aimed at the tricolor’s conservation, may have 
broader implications for other species, geographic regions, and land uses. 
We describe the various elements of the conservation program, evaluate its 
effectiveness at reducing the disruption and loss of colonies on farms, and 
discuss the potential contribution of the program to the tricolor’s recovery. 

This assessment is limited to the San Joaquin Valley, which supports the 
largest number of silage-nesting tricolors in California (Clipperton 2018); it 
does not include those protected on agricultural lands in San Luis Obispo 
and San Benito counties and southern California because of differences in 
completeness of conservation efforts and their evaluation.
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METHODS

Study Area
The arid southern San Joaquin Valley within Stanislaus, Fresno, Merced, 

Mariposa, Madera, Kern, Kings, and Tulare counties covers 25,000 km2 
devoted largely to irrigated agriculture. The valley supports a large dairy in-
dustry (MacMullen 2007, Matthews and Sumner 2019) and extensive areas of 
almonds, grapes, alfalfa, wheat, pistachios, tomatoes, and other crops (https://
www.csustan.edu/sites/default/files/groups/Geography/Images/sjvagjb.pdf). 
Lands managed for wildlife conservation include the San Luis, Merced, Kern, 
and Pixley national wildlife refuges, several state parks, wildlife management 
areas, and reserves, and private duck clubs. 

Data Acquisition 
We compiled available information from prior to 2015 on the tricolor’s 

use of silage fields in the San Joaquin Valley and the numbers of colonies and 
birds whose nesting efforts were conserved or lost to agricultural harvest 
from published articles, unpublished reports, and several personal sources 
(Table 1). We use conserved for active colonies that were not destroyed by 
harvesting, but this does not imply that the colony was successful, as undis-
turbed colonies regularly failed because of predation, unfavorable weather, or 
inadequate food supply (e.g., Meese 2008, 2011, 2013). Most of these estimates 
were made by highly experienced observers, except those compiled from 
1991 to 2004 by Belensky and Bond (2014), for which some of the primary 
sources could not be determined. Therefore, we used that source only where 
other reporting was unavailable. 

From 2015 to 2022, the staff of Audubon California, CalDFW, and contrac-
tor Colibri surveyed two or three times per week from mid-March to early 
June, mainly from public roads (Colibri 2017, 2018, 2020, 2021, Castañeda 
unpubl. data). Surveyed areas included previously used colony sites (https://
tricolor.ice.ucdavis.edu/) and suitable areas in and around silage fields where 
large concentrations or flights of birds apparently commuting to foraging 
habitat suggested a colony. Once located, colonies were resurveyed regularly 
according to Meese’s (2017b) guidelines for censusing, identifying nesting 
stages, and ascertaining fates. Colony sizes were generally estimated during 
the settlement and nestling stages, when most birds in the colony are visible 
(Meese 2017b). Estimates were based on a combination of direct counts, 
extrapolating from typical nest densities to the area occupied, and counting 
nests along a transect after breeding. 

Several issues impair the accuracy and precision of counts of the Tricol-
ored Blackbird. Counting colonies is straightforward because their nesting 
pairs are highly concentrated and each colony is widely separated from oth-
ers. Estimating numbers of birds at silage colonies, however, is challenging 
for several reasons. The birds may abandon a site, or numbers may fluctuate 
as nesting proceeds (Beedy et al. 2018). Some estimates must be made at a 
distance because of lack of access. Even with good access, a count’s accuracy 
is confounded by the colony’s size and dynamic nature, with many birds 
traveling unknown distances in multiple directions to forage. Also, the birds’ 
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Table 1 Numbers of Colonies and Numbers of Tricolored Blackbirds Breeding in San 
Joaquin Valley Silage Fields, 1993–2022

Total Conserved Lost to harvest Fate unknown

Yeara Colonies
Breeding 

birds Colonies
Breeding 

birds Colonies
Breeding 

birds Colonies
Breeding 

birds Sourcesb

1993 63,000 48,000 15,000 1
1994 6 251,600 3 153,000 2 66,600 1 32,000 2, 3, 4
1995 100,000 100,000 4, 5
1996 100,000 100,000 4
1997 92,500 92,500 4
1998 125,000 1 45,000 80,000 4, 6
1999 1 35,000 1 14,000 1,3, 4
2000 7 52,000 2 37,500 4 9,500 1 5000 1, 7
2003 2 80,000 0.4 16,000 1.6 64,000 8
2004 2 50,000 9, 10

Totalc 9 864,100 7.4 350,500 10.6 591,600 2 37,000
Averagec 3.0 108,013 1.5 55,750 2.1 59,160 1.0 18,500

2005 4 142,000 2 122,000 2 20,000 9, 10
2006 8 363,800 3 208,800 5 155,000 9. 10
2007 7 136,750 1 30,000 6 106,750 9 
2008 10 300,000 4 160,000 6 140,000 9, 13
2009 8 199,500 7 143,500 1 20,000 2 36,000 9

Total 37 1,142,050 17 664,300 20 441,750 2 36,000
Average 7.8 228,410 3.4 132,860 4 88,350 0.4 7,200

2010 0 0 14
2011 170,000 110,000 3 60,000 4, 15, 16
2012 4 102500 1+ 17, 18
2013 6 52000 1+ 17, 18, 19
2014 9 110,000 4 60,000 >2 50,000+ 17, 18, 20

Total 9 280,000 14 324,500 7 110,000 0 0
Averagec 9 140,000 4.7 81,125 1.5 55,000

2015 7 75,000 7 75,000 0.5 0 18, 20, 21
2016 10 71,500 10 71,500 0 0 22, 23
2017 9 79,000 8 64,000 1 15,000 24, 25
2018 11 119,000 11 119,000 0 0 14, 26
2019 16 169,000 14 148,000 1 21,000 23
2020 16 165,000 16 165,000 0 0 27
2021 14 178,100 11 176,000 2 2,100 1 28, 29
2022 14 137,500+ 13 137,500 1 No est. 19, 23

Total 97 994,100 91 956,000 5 38,100 1
Average 12.1 124,262 11.4 119,500 0.6 5,443 0.1

aNo data available for 2001 and 2002.
bSources: 1Hamilton 2000, 2Hamilton et al. 1995, 3Kelsey 2008, 4Belensky and Bond 2014,5Beedy and Hamil-
ton 1997, 6Hamilton et al. 1999, 7DeHaven 2000,8Cook and Toft 2005, 9Meese 2009, 10Hamilton and Meese 
2006,11Meese 2006, 12Meese 2007, 13Meese 2008, 14Clipperton 2018, 15Meese 2011, 16Kyle and Kelsey 2011, 
17J. Baum unpubl. data, 18S. Frazer unpubl. data, 19N. Clipperton unpubl. data, 20Meese 2014, 21Meese 2015b, 
22Meese 2016, 23X. Castañeda unpubl. data, 24Colibri 2017, 25Meese 2017c, 26Colibri 2018, 27Colibri 2020, 
28Colibri 2021, 29J. Davis unpubl. data.

cTotal numbers and averages do not always add as expected because of incomplete data.
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activity and thus detectability vary substantially by stage of the nesting cycle. 
As a result, even estimates by seasoned observers can vary substantially.  

To maximize the surveys’ accuracy, we used highly experienced surveyors 
who followed statewide survey guidelines (Meese 2017b), estimating colony 
sizes weekly during the settlement and nestling stages when most birds are 
visible, and tracking colonies throughout the nesting period to detect colony 
abandonment or reduction or augmentation of numbers. Multiple estimation 
methods were used, including direct counts, applying typical nesting densi-
ties to the occupied colony area, and post-breeding nest-transect sampling. 
Numbers reported by different surveyors varied (generally by <20%). NRCS–
Audubon California biologists often had better access to colony sites than did 
CalDFW contractors and thus made better estimates (Colibri 2020). NRCS 
reported a range of estimates for each site. For annual totals, we generally 
used averages of the estimates by NRCS, and those by CalDFW contractors 
where they were reported to be more complete.

Conservation Program Actions
Legal and regulatory protection. Several legal and regulatory measures 

contributed importantly to the conservation program. Prior to 2017, the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act protected the tricolor from “take” (i.e., injury, kill-
ing) in agricultural fields (USFWS 2019), and the threat of enforcement by 
the USFWS was an incentive for some landowners to work with conservation 
agencies to delay harvest until nesting was completed. This protection was 
only partially effective, as many colonies were destroyed during this period 
(see Results), in some cases despite the USFWS being notified. The legisla-
tion’s protection was eliminated in 2017 when the Department of Interior’s 
solicitor general issued an opinion that incidental take of migratory birds 
did not constitute a violation of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, which was 
codified into regulation in early 2021. Shortly after the change in presidential 
administration on 20 January 2021, the USFWS announced its intention to 
revoke the regulation and reestablish protections against incidental take in 
October 2021 (50 CFR 10; 86 FR 54642:54642-54656). 

An emergency designation of the tricolor as a candidate under the Califor-
nia Endangered Species Act in December 2014 conferred state prohibitions 
on “take,” leading CalDFW (2015) to issue guidance for protecting colonies. 
But the listing was not adopted after the one-year candidacy, and protections 
lapsed in June 2015 (Clipperton 2018). Then in 2019 the species was listed as 
threatened under the California Endangered Species Act, increasing incen-
tives for landowners’ participation and continued federal and state funding. 
The California act’s provisions prohibiting unauthorized take also led to 
development of a Local Voluntary Program under which CalDFW authorized 
the California Farm Bureau Federation, acting as program administrator, for 
incidental take under Fish and Game Code Article 3.5 (section 2086 et seq.). 
This authorization protected dairy producers from liability due to inadvertent 
take of tricolors while following best management practices, which increased 
landowners’ trust in other program partners and promoted their participation 
in conservation efforts. 

On-the-ground conservation efforts. The conservation program encom-
passed several distinct components and actions taken to protect nesting 
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colonies. Audubon California and NRCS staff coordinated in conducting 
surveys to detect and monitor tricolor colonies. Dairy-industry partners 
contacted affected landowners to inform them of legal requirements and 
protection measures. Audubon or NRCS staff then enrolled landowners in 
the conservation program and provided technical assistance. Conservation 
program funding came from the NRCS’s Regional Conservation Partner-
ship Program and Declining Species Initiative, mostly in-kind contributions 
from Audubon California, and funding from CalDFW and the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) via direct payments to landowners and or existing 
habitat-management programs. CalDFW initiated a simultaneous program 
to fulfill its trustee responsibilities by (1) detecting colonies and monitoring 
agricultural activities and conservation actions, (2) coordinating conserva-
tion efforts and encouraging enrollment in the NRCS program, (3) paying 
portions of crop reimbursements, and (4) providing incentives to private 
landowners to create semi-permanent wetlands as breeding habitat away 
from agricultural lands.

Under the colony-response plan developed by the Tricolored Blackbird 
Working Group (Meese 2011, 2015b), each dairy-farm owner with a tricolor 
colony was contacted by John Labandeira, a retiree from Western United 
Dairies who understood the tricolor’s ecology and had credibility with the 
dairy community. He informed them of the legal requirements and protection 
measures and helped identify compensation to be paid by the NRCS should 
the harvest need to be delayed until after the blackbirds fledged. Protection 
measures included applying a buffer zone 15 m wide around each colony and 
seasonal restrictions recommended by CalDFW (2015). Producers provided a 
target date for silage harvest, which they adjusted over time as the crop grew. 
If a harvest would conflict with nesting, the partners informed the landowner 
of the area where harvest was to be delayed. Continued monitoring verified 
that protection remained in place and projected the date of the fledglings’ 
dispersal, when harvest could proceed. 

Payments to landowners came from the NRCS’s Regional Conservation 
Partnership Program and Declining Species Initiative, CalDFW, and the U. S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). Reimbursement for lost crop value was 
calculated with an equation devised by the NRCS that included estimates of 
forgone income, labor, water management, and materials, the result of which 
was then multiplied by the acreage for which harvest was delayed. Reimburse-
ments were generally less than the full value of the crop loss, which placed 
some residual financial burden on landowners who hosted nesting colonies 
(Colibri 2021). 

Publicity about the effort comprised information and videos posted on the 
Audubon California and Dairy Cares web sites, communications with local 
Audubon chapters and members, and media press releases. These communi-
cations were intended to educate the public on the tricolor’s importance and 
the positive role that dairies, the NRCS, and conservation groups were playing 
in its conservation, thereby promoting and sustaining public and government 
agencies’ support for conservation funding and programs. Communications 
highlighting the cooperation of the dairy industry and individual dairy pro-
ducers to help maintain their support.
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Success of Colony Protection and Landowner Reimbursement
We evaluated the conservation program’s success from 2015 to 2022 by 

comparing the numbers of colonies and breeding individuals in silage colo-
nies that were conserved or lost to harvest during this period to the results 
of previous years since 1993. We focused on comparing 2015–2021 results 
to those of 2005–2009 (Meese 2009), the only earlier period for which com-
prehensive information was available. 

To evaluate the program’s cost-effectiveness, we compiled compensa-
tion paid to producers to delay harvest over three periods: 2005–2009, 
2012–2014, and 2015–2021. We then calculated the average reimbursement 
cost per colony and per breeding bird over these periods. Notably, the costs 
for administration, monitoring, and landowner outreach (roughly estimated 
as 50% of direct reimbursement costs, Castañeda unpubl. data) and funds 
spent on other aspects of conservation (i.e., creation of alternative nesting 
habitat, development of crop insurance and silage banks) were not incor-
porated into this evaluation. We evaluated the protection efforts’ potential 
contribution to the tricolor’s 2015–2021 population by the change in the size 
of the population nesting in silage fields and by comparison with trends in 
the statewide population recorded during the statewide surveys conducted 
since 2008 (Meese 2022).

RESULTS

Effectiveness of the Colony-Protection Effort
Numbers of colonies and Tricolored Blackbirds breeding in agricultural 

fields in the San Joaquin Valley since 1993 are listed in Table 1, along with 
the numbers conserved and destroyed. 

1992–2004. Colony monitoring in dairy silage fields was inconsistent 
and incomplete over this period, except in 1994, 2000, and 2003 (Table 1). 
Annual losses reported during this period range from one to four colonies 
supporting 15,000–100,000 nesting birds, while one to three colonies sup-
porting 16,000–153,000 birds were conserved annually. As monitoring and 
reporting were fragmentary, additional colonies and breeding birds likely 
were lost and not detected or reported. During the three years of apparently 
complete reporting, an average of two colonies supporting nearly 69,000 
adults (53% of those nesting in silage) were conserved, and three colonies 
supporting nearly 47,000 adults (36%) were lost to harvest. The fates of the 
remaining colonies and birds were not determined. Thus during this period 
some larger colonies were saved, but losses were substantial.

2005–2009. During this period with careful documentation (Meese 2009), 
fewer than half (46%) of colonies, comprising nearly 133,000 nesting birds 
(58% of the total number with known outcomes), were conserved, whereas 
nearly half (46%) of the colonies, representing 42% of the total population, 
were lost to harvest (Tables 1 and 2). In 2008, the statewide Tricolored 
Blackbird survey yielded a statewide population estimate of 395,000, so 
reproduction of roughly 22% of this population was eliminated. Assuming 
that each tricolor attempted breeding twice per year (Beedy et al. 2018) and 
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Figure 1. Numbers of (a) breeding birds, (b) colonies, and (c) average colony sizes of 
the Tricolored Blackbird in silage fields in the San Joaquin Valley, 2015–2022. 
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Table 2 Number of Colonies and Numbers of Tricolored Blackbirds Breeding 
in Dairy Silage Fields in the San Joaquin Valley During Two Periods of Compre-
hensive Monitoring Differing in Level of Conservation Effort

Average annual 
numbers breeding

Average annual  
numbers conserved

Average annual  
numbers lost

Period
No. 

colonies

No. 
breeding 

birds
No. 

colonies

No. 
breeding 

birds

% 
of total 

breeders
No.

colonies

No. 
breeding 

birds

% 
of total 

breeders

2005–2009  7.4 228,410  3.4 132,860  60a 4 88,350 42a

2015–2022 12.1 124,262 11.4 119,500 96  0.6  5,443 4
aPercentages calculated for numbers of birds at colonies with known outcomes (see Table 1). 

Table 3 Average Numbers of Breeding Tricolored Blackbirds Protected 
Annually and Average Costs of Payments to Landowners in the San Joaquin 
Valley over Three Periods

Period

Average no. protected 
per year Average 

annual  
cost ($)

Average cost 
per colony ($)

Average cost  
per breeding 

bird ($)Colonies Breeding birds

2005–2009 3.4 132,860 63,400 18,647 0.48
2012–2014 4.7 81,125 125,100 21,617 1.75
2015–2021 11.0 118,643 277,100 25,200 2.34

no adults were lost during harvest, roughly 11% of the species’ productivity 
in California was lost during these five years. 

2010–2014. Data on the tricolor’s use of silage fields and on conservation 
and losses of colonies are incomplete for this interval (Table 1). The fragmen-
tary information available indicates that 50,000–102,000 birds were protected 
in some years, but reproduction of at least 50,000 birds was lost in at least two 
years. The lack of information for this period suggests that monitoring and 
thus also likely conservation efforts were limited and that losses may have 
been greater than those reported.

2015–2022. For this period, the numbers of colonies and birds breeding, 
conserved, and lost are nearly complete (except the numbers lost at one colony 
in 2022). By all measures, conservation efforts were highly effective, with 91 
(93%) of 97 colonies protected and an annual average of 119,500 breeding 
birds (96% of all breeders with known outcomes) protected. No losses oc-
curred in half of the years (Tables 1 and 2). From 2017 to 2021 the number 
of colonies in silage increased by two-thirds, the number of breeding adults 
increased by 99,000 (127%), and average colony size more than doubled. 
(Figure 1, Table 1). The number of colonies remained at 14 in 2022, but the 
number of breeders with known outcomes declined by 23% to 137,500.

Conservation Costs
Over the three periods for which data are available, reimbursement costs 

per colony conserved increased gradually in response to increases in the 
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crop’s market value (Table 3). The cost of protection per breeding bird nearly 
quintupled from 2005–2009 to 2015–2021.

Creation of Alternative Habitat 
Although information is incomplete, from 2014 to 2018 the NRCS sup-

ported summer flooding of wetlands at the U.S Bureau of Land Manage-
ment’s Atwell Island, Tulare County, which hosted 10,000–20,000 nesting 
Tricolored Blackbirds (https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/
ca/newsroom/releases/?cid=NRCSEPRD1343418). From 2017 to 2021 the 
NRCS paid $557,000 for summer flooding at 10 sites representing 488 ha 
in Merced and Kern counties. Tricolors occupied at least one of these sites, 
which fledged young (T. Moore pers. comm.). During this period, CalDFW 
has also managed portions of several state wildlife areas to provide semi-
permanent wetlands for tricolor nesting. The department’s Private Lands 
Incentive Program also contracted with hundreds of landowners annually 
to create thousands of acres of semi-permanent wetlands in areas typically 
flooded only in winter for duck hunting. Monitoring these wetlands was 
challenging because of the wide application of the program. For the most 
part it was limited to verifying through field visits or by remote sensing that 
the wetlands were flooded in spring. Therefore, the program’s effectiveness in 
supporting nesting tricolors is unclear. The increase in birds nesting in dairy 
silage fields from 2015 to 2021 (Figure 1), however, demonstrates that creation 
of new habitat elsewhere did not draw nesting tricolors away from these fields.

Potential Effects on the Statewide Population
The changes in the statewide estimates of the tricolor’s population since 

2014 show a parallel with the silage population, suggesting a connection 
between protection of colonies and the growth in both the silage-nesting 
and the statewide populations. Over the 15 years during which five statewide 
surveys followed a standardized method, two-thirds to three-fourths of the 
statewide population nested in silage fields until 2017, when this proportion 
dropped to less than half (Table 4). Harvest had been eliminating reproduc-
tion by a fourth to a third of the estimated statewide population until 2015, 

Table 4 Estimates of the California Population of the Tricolored Black-
bird from Four Years of the Statewide Survey, with the Percentages Nesting 
in Silage Fields and Conserved and Lost to Harvest

Year

Statewide  
population 
estimatea

Percent of statewide population

Nesting in  
silage fields

Conserved in 
silage fields

Lost to harvest  
in silage fields 

2008 395,000 76% 41% 35%
2011 258,000 66% 43% 23%
2014 145,000 76% 41% 34%
2017 177,000 45% 36% 8%
2022 218,000 63%+ 63% unknownb

aSources: Kelsey 2008, Kyle and Kelsey 2011, Meese 2014, 2017a.
bOne colony was lost to harvest, but before any estimate was made of the number of breeders. 
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when losses declined substantially (Tables 2 and 4). As nearly full protection 
of colonies continued, the proportion of the statewide population using silage 
rebounded. Statewide survey totals paralleled this pattern, with declines from 
2008 to 2014, a 22% increase in 2017 after two years when most colonies were 
conserved, and a further increase by 23% to 218,000 in 2022.

DISCUSSION
The Regional Conservation Partnership Program and related actions were 

highly successful in minimizing losses of tricolor colonies to silage harvest, 
with over 93% of colonies and 96% of birds breeding in triticale being left 
undisturbed. These percentages were substantially greater than from 2004 to 
2009. The effects of the losses of a few colonies despite this effort probably 
varied with the timing of nesting and the harvest. In 2021, both colony sites 
were lost prior to egg-laying (Colibri 2021), so the birds may have had time 
sufficient for renesting elsewhere. The colony loss in 2022 also occurred early. 

Whether near-complete protection of silage colonies during 2015 and 
2016 (Table 1) contributed to the increase in the statewide population from 
2014 to 2017 (Table 3) is unclear, as despite protection from 2015 to 2017, the 
size of the population nesting in silage fields did not increase substantially 
until 2018 (Figure 1, Table 1). Birds produced in silage fields may have shifted 
to breed in other regions as they do with changing weather and habitat condi-
tions (Hamilton 1998, Airola et al. 2018a, Beedy et al. 2018, Robinson et al. 
2018). Better survey coverage in Monterey and San Benito counties and other 
causes also may have contributed to the observed increase in the population 
during this period (Meese 2017a).

The decline in the proportion of the population using silage fields in 2017 
(Table 4) could have resulted from multiple causes, including low recruit-
ment in previous years and attraction to high-quality alternative nesting 
and foraging habitat conditions elsewhere after a winter of precipitation well 
above average followed five years of drought (CalDWR 2017). The substantial 
increase in the silage-nesting population after 2017 (Figure 1, Table 1) sug-
gests that the conservation measures boosted local breeding recruitment. 

The high counts of tricolors nesting in San Joaquin Valley silage fields 
in 2021 could include some birds that might have relocated to silage fields 
as the drought that year (CalDWR 2022) reduced the quality of habitat 
elsewhere (Colibri 2021). This hypothesis is supported by the low number 
of birds breeding in the foothills of the central Sierra Nevada in 2021, when 
the population of 36,300 breeders was >15,000 fewer than that area’s average 
from 2014 to 2019 (Airola unpubl. data). The decrease in numbers in silage 
fields in 2022, when rainfall was higher, also coincided with a recovery of 
numbers breeding in the central Sierra foothills to the average, suggesting a 
shift in breeding locations. Thus recruitment from protected silage files may 
have contributed to the increase in the 2022 statewide population and may 
be offsetting losses elsewhere as habitat is converted to unsuitable crops and 
development. 

The success in colony protection in San Joaquin Valley dairy silage fields 
from 2015 to 2022 is attributable to several key factors. The Regional Conser-
vation Partnership Program provided secure, multi-year funding to support 
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partners in the comprehensive efforts at tricolor conservation. The histori-
cal and recent statewide survey data (Meese 2015a, 2017a) showed a clear 
and rapid population decline, which created urgency that led to the species’ 
listing under the California Endangered Species Act. The listing increased 
attention and funding for conservation programs and added incentives for 
full participation by dairy producers. Establishment and maintenance of the 
Tricolored Blackbird Working Group facilitated information exchange and 
built trust among the dairy community, agencies, conservation groups, and 
other partners. 

Development and application of clear protocols and roles for detecting 
and monitoring colonies (Meese 2011, Colibri 2021) and quickly reaching 
out to landowners through dairy associations (Audubon California 2020) 
were critical to success. Good communication strategies and networks among 
and within the producers, environmental nonprofits, and agencies (ibid.) 
improved the program’s effectiveness and efficiencies. Adoption of an adap-
tive approach allowed adjustment of strategies and de-emphasis of program 
elements that were too complicated and ineffective, such as creation of “silage 
banks” to replace farmers’ crop losses and special crop-insurance programs. 
These lessons should be useful to similar conservation efforts. 

Despite the substantial gains in the number of tricolors nesting in silage, 
the goal for recovery of a population of 700,000 (TriBWG 2007, Meese et 
al. 2015, Beedy et al. 2018) is still far from met (Meese 2022). Persistent ap-
plication of the measures we have described will be necessary to continue 
fostering recovery because creation of alternative habitat has not redirected 
a substantial proportion of tricolors nesting in silage and habitat elsewhere 
continues to decline (Beedy et al. 2018, Clipperton 2018). Recovery will 
require a continued private and public partnership to secure the funding 
and resources necessary to monitor and protect tricolor colonies, to provide 
fair compensation to maintain dairy producers’ support, and to develop new 
means of reducing conflicts between the tricolor’s nesting and agriculture. 
Continued attention to these and other all the factors threatening the Tricol-
ored Blackbird is needed to secure its recovery.
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ABSTRACT: The grassland-dominated eastern Central Valley and Sierra Ne-
vada foothills of California, from Placer to Stanislaus counties, supported at least 
43,000–55,000 breeding Tricolored Blackbirds (Agelaius tricolor) annually from 2014 
to 2018—about 30% of the statewide population. We found that within 5 km of a 
colony, the extent of land cover used for foraging, grassland–herbaceous, and to a 
lesser extent annual crops and irrigated pasture, exceeded their proportions in this 
region as a whole, suggesting that nesting Tricolored Blackbirds select colony sites 
where these habitats are more abundant. Other land-cover types were underutilized 
for foraging, suggesting avoidance. The probability of Tricolored Blackbird occu-
pancy of blocks of 100 km2 was strongly associated with the extent of the selected 
land-cover types. The relationship between average density of the breeding popu-
lation and the extent of the selected land-cover types was significant but weaker, 
implying that other factors are important in determining density. From 2014 to 2018, 
development and mining eliminated or degraded 9 of 79 colony sites and made 4 
others unsuitable by reducing the extent of nearby foraging habitat, although the total 
breeding population in the region did not decline. We recommend that conserva-
tion measures for the Tricolored Blackbird in federally and state-approved habitat-
conservation plans in Placer and Sacramento counties, which support the largest 
breeding populations in the central Sierra foothills but where urban development 
is rapid, be reevaluated on the basis of recent colony locations and recognition of 
the critical role of grassland, annual crops, and irrigated pasture as foraging habitat. 

The Tricolored Blackbird (Agelaius tricolor) has long been in decline 
throughout its range in California (Graves et al. 2013, Clipperton 2018) and 
was listed as threatened under the California Endangered Species Act in 2018 
(Beedy et al. 2018). The major historical cause for the species’ population 
decline has been loss of wetlands and grasslands (Beedy et al. 2018). The 
primary recent threats in agricultural lands of the Central Valley have been 
destruction of nesting colonies in agricultural crops (substantially reduced 
since 2015 through financial incentives; Castañeda et al. 2023), conversion 
of grasslands and field crops to vineyards and orchards, and reduction in 
insect populations (and possible direct mortality) caused by insecticides 
(Cook and Toft 2005, Meese 2013, 2017, Meese et al. 2015, Beedy et al. 2018, 
Clipperton 2018). 
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From 2014 to 2018, surveys within the central portion of the grassland-
dominated foothill region of the eastern Central Valley and lower Sierra 
Nevada (“central Sierra foothills”) identified a minimum annual breeding 
population of 43,000–58,500 Tricolored Blackbirds (Airola et al. 2018b), 
which represents about 30–33% of the estimated statewide population (Meese 
2014, 2017). The numbers nesting in these foothills appear to be more stable 
than in other areas of the species’ range, owing to low levels of human dis-
turbance, limited pesticide use, a low rate of predation, and the availability 
of irrigated pastures that may moderate the effects of drought (Airola et al. 
2015a, 2016). Some foothill lands that support nesting and foraging habitat for 
the Tricolored Blackbird, however, are subject to conversion to crops that do 
not provide foraging habitat, residential development, and mining (Cameron 
et al. 2014, Airola et al. 2015a, Soulard and Wilson 2015). Nearly half of the 
Central Sierra foothills population nests in Sacramento and Placer counties, 
where development pressure is high (Airola et al. 2018b).

The importance to the Tricolored Blackbird of water sources, and of 
grasslands and alfalfa as foraging habitat, has been confirmed (Cook and Toft 
2005, Airola et al. 2015a, Wilsey et al. 2019). Other land covers, including 
irrigated pasture and non-irrigated hay and grain fields in combination with 
grasslands, may be important to the species (Airola et al. 2018b) but have not 
been extensively evaluated. Neither the minimum extent of suitable foraging 
habitat required to support a nesting colony nor the relationship between 
the extent of suitable habitat and number of breeding birds in a colony has 
been quantified, but both measures are crucial for the species’ conservation. 

We summarized the locations and sizes of Tricolored Blackbird colonies 
in the central Sierra foothills from 2014 to 2018 (Airola et al. 2015a, b, 2016, 
2018a, b). We also mapped and quantified the extent of various land covers 
within the study area, and we used the average number of breeding Tricolored 
Blackbirds in 100-km2 grid cells to evaluate the relationship between the 
extent of land cover and Tricolored Blackbird occupancy and abundance. We 
apply this information to provide guidance for conservation planning in this 
and similar grassland-dominated regions within the species’ range. 

STUDY AREA AND METHODS

Study Area
Our study area encompassed 33,750 km2 at 15 to 550 m elevation in the 

lower foothills of the western Sierra Nevada and the eastern edge of the Cen-
tral Valley, California, in Placer, Sacramento, El Dorado, Amador, Calaveras, 
San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and Tuolumne counties (Figure 1). We selected this 
area because it had been surveyed consistently over five years (2014–2018). 
In this area, lying east of the predominantly flat, cultivated agricultural lands 
of the Central Valley, the cover of annual grasslands is >50%. Less extensive 
land-cover types are oak woodland, scrub, urban, and agricultural, among 
others (Airola et al. 2015a, 2018b; Figure 1; see Results). Individual colonies 
are referenced in italics by the names assigned in the Tricolored Blackbird 
Portal (https://tricolor.ice.ucdavis.edu/).

THE TRICOLORED BLACKBIRD IN THE SIERRA NEVADA FOOTHILLS
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Figure 1. Distribution of Tricolored Blackbird nesting colonies and major land-cover types 
within the Central Sierra foothills study area, 2014–2018. Grid cells depicted were the same as 
those used in the study.
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Population Survey and Abundance 
The results of our population surveys have been reported by Airola 

et al. (2015a, b, 2016, 2018a, b; see also appendix at https://archive.
westernfieldornithologists.org/archive/V54/Airola-et-al-Tricolored-Blackbird-
APPENDIX-WB54-1.pdf). We repeated visual surveys at 7- to 10-day intervals 
over the breeding season to locate colonies, estimate numbers of breeding 
birds (defined as those birds at colonies that reached the egg-laying stage), 
and track reproductive stage and success (Airola et al. 2015b). We surveyed 
mainly from public roads because the multiplicity of private landowners made 
arranging access away from public roads impractical. Because of the high 
proportion of private lands in the study area, surveys included only 28–43% 
of the area broadly defined as suitable foraging habitat for the Tricolored 
Blackbird (grassland, pasture, and row crops; Airola et al. 2015b, 2016, 2018a). 
We believe, however, that we surveyed a higher proportion of the suitable 
habitat that breeding Tricolored Blackbirds actually occupied because roads 
gave better access to the flatter, more extensive grasslands at lower elevations 
than to the higher foothills (see Results). 

We defined colony size at each site as the average annual number of 
breeding birds over the survey period. To quantify density, we applied a 
10-km grid (100 km2/cell) over the study area, defining 87 grid cells, then 
totaled the average annual number of breeders at all colonies within each cell. 
Fifty-four (62%) of the 100-km2 grid cells were censused in at least one year 
from 2014 to 2018, but most were surveyed in all years (= 4.7 survey-years 
per site, ± 0.8 SD).

Land-Cover Mapping and Characterization
We characterized land cover primarily on the basis of 2014 data from 

CropScape (USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service 2014). We grouped 
CropScape’s 70 land categories within the study area into six major land cov-
ers (Table 1) by their growth-form similarity and previously documented 
pattern of use by the Tricolored Blackbird (Airola et al. 2015a, Wilsey et al. 
2019). CropScape does not clearly define areas of irrigated pasture, which 
we believed might be important as foraging habitat. Therefore, to evaluate its 

Table 1 Land-Cover Types Used in the Analysis and Major Constituent 
Cover Types from CropScape Mapping
Land-cover type Major constituent CropScape land categoriesa

Grassland–herbaceous Grass/pasture, other hay/non-alfalfa, alfalfa, clover/wildflowers, 
herbaceous wetlands

Woodland–scrub Evergreen forest, shrubland, deciduous forest, woody wetlands
Annual crops Fallow/idle cropland, rice, winter wheat, oats, corn, tomatoes, 

triticale 
Urban–road Developed (high, medium, low density)
Orchard–vineyard Grapes, walnuts, almonds
Water–barren Open water, barren 
Irrigated pasture None; imported from FRAP (see Methods)
aLand categories by CropScape that occupied >0.1% of the study area, in descending order of 
extent. An additional 40 recognized categories each occupied <0.1% of the total area.
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importance, we identified areas delineated as irrigated pasture in 2015 by the 
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection’s Fire and Resource 
Assessment Program (FRAP; https://frap.fire.ca.gov/mapping/gis-data/). If 
FRAP had identified irrigated pasture in a cell, we substituted the FRAP data 
for the values in the CropScape dataset.

We summarized land-cover characteristics at three scales. First, we quan-
tified the proportions of the six land-cover types over the entire study area. 
Second, we summarized land cover in each of the 87 100-km2 grid cells, to 
evaluate breeding density (birds/cell) in relation to land cover. Third, we 
quantified land cover within 5 km of each colony, selecting this radius on 
the basis of the reported foraging range of nesting birds (Beedy et al. 2018).

We did not quantify nesting habitat because the small patches of Himala-
yan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus) and emergent marsh vegetation (gener-
ally <1 ha; Airola 2021) in which the Tricolored Blackbird nests in this region 
were not mapped in CropScape.

Data Analysis
At the finest scale, we evaluated the relationship between the Tricolored 

Blackbird’s habitat use and colony-site selection by comparing the average 
proportion of each land-cover type (and a combination of land-cover types) 
within 5 km of each colony to the proportion within the entire study area. For 
this we used a one-sample t-test, accepting statistical significance at P < 0.05. 
Land-cover types whose average proportions within 5 km of colonies were 
higher than their proportions in the entire study area we considered selected. 
Those cover types whose proportions were lower than expected had they been 
distributed randomly with respect to colony sites we considered avoided.

We then used a hurdle model (Potts and Elith 2006) to evaluate associa-
tions between both blackbird occurrence and abundance and the proportion 
of the selected land-cover types within the 100-km2 grid cells. A hurdle model 
is a two-part model that specifies one process for zero counts and another for 
positive counts. We modeled occupancy (probability of at least one breed-
ing pair) as following a Bernoulli distribution via a logit-link function, and 
abundance at occupied locations as following a Poisson distribution via a log-
link function, using the function hurdle in the package pscl of the statistical 
programming language R (Zeileis et al. 2008). We evaluated the significance 
of the selected cover covariate as a predictor of occupancy and abundance 
on the basis of a Type I error rate of 0.1, consistent with recommendations 
for monitoring programs (Bart et al. 2004).

Finally, each year we recorded detrimental changes to colony sites, defined 
as elimination of used nesting habitat (both during and between nesting sea-
sons) and substantial losses of suitable foraging habitat near colonies (over 
~50% within 2 km). 

RESULTS

Population Distribution and Density
Over the five years of our study, we found Tricolored Blackbird colonies 

at 79 widely distributed sites (Figure 1). Of the 54 100-km2 grid cells we 
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surveyed, 28 (52%) had at least one colony in at least one year. The averaged 
density of the breeding population per grid cell also ranged widely, up to a 
maximum of 9650 breeding birds per year. Densities were highest in Sac-
ramento and Placer counties. Many colonies were clustered around urban 
areas, including the cities of Lincoln and Rocklin in Placer County, Folsom 
and Sacramento in Sacramento County, and unincorporated areas in both 
counties (Figure 1).

Habitat Use and Selection
Within our study area, Tricolored Blackbird colonies were disproportion-

ately located at elevations below 200 m (Figure 2). Land cover within 5 km 
of colonies was dominated by the grassland–herbaceous group; woodland–
scrub, annual crops, urban–road, orchard–vineyard, and open water–barren 
were less extensive (Figure 3). The proportion of area covered by grassland–
herbaceous was greater within 5 km of colonies than over the entire study 
area, suggesting its selection by nesting Tricolored Blackbirds (Figure 3; t = 
10.25, P < 0.0001). The proportions of annual crops and irrigated pasture 
within 5 km of colonies were also greater but not significantly so. When 
we added cover of these two groups within 5 km of colonies to that of the 
grassland–herbaceous group, the proportional coverage of the three groups 
combined was significantly higher than over the entire study area as a whole (t 
= 14.28, P < 0.0001), more significantly than grassland alone (by the t-value). 
Conversely, the proportions of the woodland–scrub, orchard–vineyard, and 
water–barren groups within 5 km of colonies were significantly lower than 
over the study area as a whole (t = 12.09, 6.2, and 12.8 respectively, all P < 
0.0001), suggesting that these types were avoided. 

Relationship between Land Cover and Blackbird Occupancy and 
Abundance

The likelihood that Tricolored Blackbirds nested within 100-km2 grid 
cells was associated with several habitat attributes. The proportion of selected 

Figure 2. Proportions of colony sites, lands surrounding colonies, and the entire 
study area in various elevation zones (percent of total represented by each category).
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land-cover types (i.e., grassland–herbaceous, irrigated pasture, and annual 
crops combined) was significantly higher in occupied grid cells (= 74% ± 24 
SD, n = 33) than in unoccupied cells (= 62% ± 18 SD, n = 37; t = 2.40, P = 
0.01). The hurdle model shows that the proportional extent of these selected 
land-cover types was positively associated with both Tricolored Blackbird oc-
cupancy (P = 0.02) and abundance (P = 0.07) at surveyed locations (Table 2); 
however, selected land cover was a stronger predictor of occupancy than it 
was of abundance (Figure 4).

2014–2018 Habitat Loss and Degradation
We observed degradation of nesting habitat at nine (11%) of the 79 colo-

nies, including one where the nesting vegetation was partially cleared during 
active nesting (Sonora #3, Stanislaus County), one cleared outside the nesting 
season (Yosemite Junction, Tuolumne County), one sprayed with herbicide 

Figure 3. Comparison of the percent cover by land-cover type within the entire study 
area and within 5 km of Tricolored Blackbird nesting colonies monitored 2014–2018. 

Table 2 Results of a Hurdle Model Showing Association of Oc-
cupancy and Abundance of the Tricolored Blackbird with the Pro-
portion of Selected Land-Cover Types within 100-km2 Grid Cells in 
the Central Sierra Foothills, 2014–2018 
Model term Estimate Standard error P

Occupancy
Intercept 0.056 0.291 0.85
Selected land covera 0.793 0.331 0.017

Abundance if occupied
Intercept 7.724 0.004 <0.001
Selected land covera 0.009 0.005 0.070

aProportion of selected land-cover types (i.e, grassland–herbaceous, irrigated pas-
ture, and annual crops) within 100-km2 grid cells. 
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(Jackson Highway Quarry, Sacramento County), and six where cessation of 
irrigation killed or desiccated nesting habitat (Elder Creek 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7, 
Sacramento County; Airola et al. 2015a, b, 2016, 2018a, b). 

In addition, residential and commercial development eliminated sub-
stantial areas of grassland near four (5%) colony sites where nesting habitat 
was not disturbed, including three in the unincorporated community of El 
Dorado Hills in El Dorado County (Carson Creek Bridge, Farm House, and 
Tule Marsh) and one in the city of Folsom, Sacramento County (Iron Point 
Road). These sites in El Dorado County were not used after the development 
of nearby grasslands in 2014. The Iron Point Road site was abandoned during 
nesting in 2018 as several hundred hectares of grassland where the birds had 

Figure 4. Probabilities (with confidence intervals) predicted by a hurdle model of 
Tricolored Blackbird occupancy and abundance (average breeding birds per year, 
2014–2018) in relation to the proportional abundance of selected land-cover types 
(grassland–herbaceous, irrigated pasture, and annual crops combined) in 100-km2 
grid cells within the central Sierra Nevada foothills. 
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foraged near the colony were developed for residential and commercial uses 
(Airola et al. 2018b). Tricolored Blackbirds returned and nested successfully 
at Iron Point Road in 2019 but not from 2020 to 2022 as nearby development 
continued.

The 13 degraded sites represented 16% of all colony sites. Prior to degrada-
tion, they supported an annual average of 11,610 breeding birds, representing 
24% of the annual breeding population of 49,300 in the entire study area. 

DISCUSSION

Habitat Use and Selection
In the central Sierra foothills, the Tricolored Blackbird occurs mainly in 

lowlands, likely because of the prevalence of grasslands at lower elevations. 
As elevation increases and slopes steepen, the proportional coverage of grass-
lands, irrigated pasture, and annual crops decreases, while that of the shrub-
lands, woodlands, and forests that Tricolored Blackbirds avoid increases. 

In a prior study of the Tricolored Blackbird’s habitat use, Wilsey et al. 
(2019) analyzed the relationship between habitat occupancy of colonies 
censused during the three-day California-wide surveys conducted in April 
2007, 2011, and 2014. Many of the Sierra foothills colonies are not yet active 
this early in the season (Airola et al. 2018a). Our analysis addressed colony 
locations and sizes recorded throughout the breeding season in this region. 
Nonetheless, many of our results were similar, in that Wilsey et al. (2019) 
found that lands within 5 km of colonies were dominated by grasslands, al-
falfa, and surface water, and that lands supporting colonies had more nearby 
foraging habitat than did areas that lacked colonies. 

Our few differences from Wilsey et al. (2019) appear to be due to different 
methods and conditions within our study area. For example, in the central 
Sierra foothills alfalfa is of limited extent, so we combined it with grasslands 
and wetlands into the grassland–herbaceous land-covertype, which the 
blackbirds selected. Wilsey et al. (2019) did not identify an association with 
annual crops. This may be because their larger study area, which encompassed 
the entire major agricultural region of California’s Central Valley, is planted 
in a wider variety of field crops than is ours (including many crops that the 
blackbird rarely uses). Our finding that Tricolored Blackbirds are closely asso-
ciated with grassland–herbaceous, annual crops, and irrigated pasture likely 
reflected these habitats’ prevalence in various parts of our study area and their 
providing a wide range of carbohydrate (i.e., seed) and protein (invertebrate) 
foods in association with suitable nesting habitat, often near irrigated pastures 
and agricultural ditches (Airola et al. 2015a, Beedy et al. 2018). 

Similarly, that Wilsey et al. (2019) found an association of colonies with 
water, whereas we did not, may reflect the methods by which surface water 
was mapped and quantified. Our mapping of water was limited mainly to large 
bodies, while Wilsey et al. also recognized water features at a finer scale. Wa-
ter availability was certainly a factor in habitat selection in the central Sierra 
foothills, where Tricolored Blackbirds nest primarily in patches of Himalayan 
blackberries growing in wet areas and emergent marsh vegetation (Airola et 
al. 2018a, Airola 2021). 
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We also addressed water with our “irrigated pasture” cover type. Although 
irrigated pasture was not significantly more extensive proportionally near 
colonies than in the study area as a whole, it nonetheless appears to be im-
portant as Tricolored Blackbird habitat. In addition to supporting stands of 
Himalayan blackberry, preferred for nesting in this region (Airola 2021), 
irrigated pastures provide drinking water and likely produce a continuous 
supply of insect prey through the breeding season. Qualitatively, we often 
observed colonies near areas where a combination of grassland, irrigated pas-
ture, and seed crops provided a diversity of food sources and water for adults 
and nestlings, but we did not analyze distance effects except within 5 km.

Habitat Loss and Degradation
The degradation of nesting habitat that we observed at nine colony sites 

(11% of total) and the substantial reductions of foraging habitat at four sites 
(5%) over the five years of this study raise serious concerns. Notably, our 
assessment did not include additional habitat losses from habitat conver-
sion, such as grassland–herbaceous and annual croplands being replaced 
by orchards and vineyards (Cameron et al. 2014), which we observed 
widely during field surveys and is recognized as a long-term threat to the 
species (Beedy et al. 2018). Despite these losses, the breeding population 
we surveyed in the central Sierra foothills study region remained relatively 
stable (43,000–58,500) from 2014 to 2018 (Airola et al. 2018b). It is possible, 
however, that habitat loss may have contributed to the lack of an increase 
in this breeding population during this period, as the statewide population 
increased by 22% from 2014 to 2017 (Meese 2017). At some point, continued 
habitat losses without effective mitigation seem certain to lead to population 
decline in this region.

Conservation Guidance from Land Protection and Threats Assessment
Our results help clarify the importance of the habitats needed to sustain 

the Tricolored Blackbird in the central Sierra foothills. The results of the 
hurdle model (Table 2, Figure 4) predict the likelihood of Tricolored Black-
bird nesting at the scale of 100 km2 area on the basis of extent of land-cover 
types. But even where preferred habitat remains extensive, occupancy may 
be low; for example, where these habitats represent 67% (90% CI: 44–84%) of 
a 10,000-ha grid cell, the probability of the cell’s supporting a nesting colony 
in at least one of four years is only 50%.

Our findings lead to recommendations for habitat management. For 
example, adult Tricolored Blackbirds are strongly attracted to feed in cut 
and curing oat hay (Airola et al. 2015a), presumably because it provides a 
concentrated source of carbohydrates like the grains on which the species 
feeds heavily at dairies and poultry farms in other parts of its range (Beedy et 
al. 2018). Therefore, fields of seed crops such as rice, oats, and winter wheat 
should be considered in selecting the Tricolored Blackbird’s conservation 
lands or small amounts of these crops could be planted to diversify foraging 
opportunities and increase habitat value. 

The analysis of land cover around colonies may be useful in identifying 
the quality of habitat inaccessible for surveys. Unsurveyed areas with water 
and suitable nesting habitat that support high proportions of grassland (e.g., 
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>60%), and small amounts (5–10%) of seed crops and irrigated pasture should 
be priorities for future surveys. 

Our study did not address vegetation constituting nesting habitat. Patches 
of Himalayan blackberry, the predominant nesting substrate in the study area 
(Airola et al. 2016), averaged only 0.24 ha (±0.22 SD; Airola 2021), smaller 
than the minimum units mapped in CropScape. Variations in the type, 
amount, quality, and stability of nesting habitat affect Tricolored Blackbird oc-
cupancy, density, and nesting success (Airola et al. 2016). Therefore, our lack 
of information on the condition of nesting habitat may have contributed to 
the variation in occupancy rates and densities we observed. Mapping suitable 
nesting habitat is essential to a full understanding of factors affecting these 
variables. This information also could be used, for example, to identify areas 
with high-quality foraging habitat that lack suitable nesting habitat. Creating 
nesting habitat in such places should be a high priority. 

Most conservation efforts for the Tricolored Blackbird have been focused 
on eliminating the large-scale destruction of nesting colonies on farms in the 
lower San Joaquin Valley (see Arthur 2014), which has been largely successful 
(Clipperton 2018, Castañeda et al. 2023). The conversion of grasslands and 
annual crops to vineyards and orchards is also a concern (Meese 2014, Beedy 
et al. 2018), and we documented strong avoidance of these crops. But as yet 
this concern has led to little or no action (Clipperton 2018). 

Neither have the effects of neonicotinoids and other insecticides on insect 
populations been addressed, though these may impair the reproduction of 
not only the Tricolored Blackbird (Meese 2013, Clipperton 2018) but other 
insectivorous species in the Central Valley (Airola 2020). 

Although development and mining are localized, in the central Sierra 
foothills they pose the greatest threat in Sacramento and Placer counties, 
where the Tricolored Blackbird population is largest (Airola et al. 2018b). 
Habitat-conservation plans for these two counties (Sacramento County 2018, 
Placer County 2020) were prepared without recent data on the locations of 
Tricolored Blackbird colonies or consideration of the habitat needs we have 
identified. In light of this new information, the measures for conservation of 
Tricolored Blackbird habitat in these plans warrant reevaluation, as required 
under the plans’ provisions for adaptive management. 
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SWAINSON’S HAWK NESTING POPULATION 
IN THE ANTELOPE VALLEY OF THE WESTERN 
MOJAVE DESERT, CALIFORNIA
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Research Inc.,13611 Hewes Avenue, Santa Ana, California 92705; petebloom@
bloomresearch.org

ABSTRACT: The Swainson’s Hawk (Buteo swainsoni) has a long history of 
breeding in California, but a severe decline in the statewide breeding population 
was identified in 1979, when in all of southern California only two pairs were found, 
one in the Antelope Valley of the western Mojave Desert. That area was little studied 
until we began banding Swainson’s Hawks there in 1997. Over 20 breeding seasons 
between 1979 and 2022, we documented in the Antelope Valley 124 attempts to nest, 
in which the mean clutch and brood sizes were 2.49 and 2.37, respectively. From 
2004 through 2006, we observed two to four breeding pairs annually; from 2009 
through 2022, three to 14 breeding pairs. The rate of success of the 91 nests revisited 
to determine if any young fledged was 64%. Nest trees consisted of 81.5% non-native 
species, 13.7% native species, including Joshua trees (Yucca brevifolia), and 4.8% 
unidentified deciduous trees. Between 1997 and 2022, in 50 nests, we recorded 170 
vertebrate prey items, of which 90 were gophers (Thomomys bottae). Though the 
Antelope Valley population has grown since 1980, its nesting and foraging habitat 
now face multiple threats. To conserve occupied nesting territories, we recommend 
creation of nesting and foraging habitat reserves that include both native desert and 
cultivated alfalfa close to existing conserved land.

Swainson’s Hawk (Buteo swainsoni) breeds throughout the wide-open 
spaces of western North America, spending six months on the breeding 
grounds and six months migrating or wintering, mostly in Argentina (Brown 
and Amadon 1968, Bechard et al. 2020), though recently it has begun winter-
ing (short stopping) in western Mexico (Airola et al. 2019). The occurrence of 
Swainson’s Hawk in southern California, and specifically Los Angeles County, 
dates back to the Pleistocene (Stock 1930). There is considerable historical 
evidence of a large coastal southern California breeding population that ex-
tended south into northern Baja California, potentially as far as Ensenada de 
Todos Santos, Baja California (Bent 1937). From museum records, between 
1880 and 1933, 132 Swainson’s Hawk egg sets were collected in California, 20 
of them in cismontane Los Angeles County (Bloom 1980). In their overview 
of California birds, Grinnell and Miller (1944) were the first to report the 
statewide reduction in the number and breeding distribution of Swainson’s 
Hawk. From about 1940 to 1979, California experienced an estimated 91% de-
cline in its breeding population with nearly complete extirpation of breeding 
pairs below the 36th parallel, essentially all southern California (Bloom 1980). 

Prior to the 1979 survey, the last known attempts of Swainson’s Hawk to 
nest in southern California were in 1933, when Ed N. Harrison collected three 
sets of eggs in northwestern San Diego County (WFVZ, Western Foundation 
of Vertebrate Zoology; https://collections.wfvz.org/; EN-173347, EN-173348, 
EN-173349), 1939, when James B. Dixon took a set of eggs near Adelanto, San 
Bernardino County (WFVZ EN-29168), and 1946, when Sidney B. Peyton 
collected a set of eggs near Adelanto (WFVZ EN-82220; Bloom 1980).
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The Antelope Valley of northern Los Angeles and southern Kern counties 
has a long history of documentation of Swainson’s Hawks, beginning with 
28 specimens, mostly adults, collected during the breeding season between 
7 July 1904 and 1 April 1931 near Neenach, Lancaster, or Palmdale (MCZ, 
Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, http://digir.mcz.
harvard.edu/ipt/resource?r=mczbase; WFVZ, https://collections.wfvz.org/; 
MVZ, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, https://arctos.database.museum/
SpecimenSearch.cfm?guid_prefix=MVZ%3ABird). Of the two nests from 
which eggs were collected near Palmdale, one was in a “yucca palm,” pre-
sumably a Joshua tree (Yucca brevifolia). More evidence of nesting in the 
Mojave Desert just to the east in San Bernardino County includes five nests 
in the vicinity of Victorville between 1916 and 1946, four of which were in 
Joshua trees (Bloom 1980). No observations of nesting Swainson’s Hawks 
were confirmed in the Antelope Valley between 1931 and 1978 (K. Garrett 
pers. comm., Bloom 1980). 

Concern over Swainson’s Hawk’s statewide decline prompted surveys 
in 1978 and 1979. These revealed only two nesting territories remaining in 
southern California, one northeast of Lancaster in the eastern portion of the 
Antelope Valley (K. Garrett pers. comm.) and one near Cima in eastern San 
Bernardino County (E. A. Cardiff pers. comm., Bloom 1980; Figure 1). In 
both years, the attempts in the Antelope Valley failed during nest building or 
incubation, and no active nests were found in 1980 (K. Garrett pers. comm.). 
The territory near Cima was inactive whenever visited over multiple years 
from 1981 to 2022. Although there were museum specimens and observa-
tions from the Antelope Valley over the 17 years following 1979, Swainson’s 
Hawk was not confirmed nesting there again until 1997, when we began our 
efforts at banding. 

Since at least 1979 (Bloom 1980), the Antelope Valley Swainson’s Hawk 
population has been relatively isolated from other breeding pairs but has 
become less isolated over the last 10 years (Bloom unpubl. data). The closest 
known active nesting territories found in the last 10 years include 11 from 
40 to 70 km north of the western end of the Antelope Valley in the vicinity 
of Bakersfield, Bealville, and Caliente, Kern County (observed in 2016, 2018, 
and 2020; Bloom unpubl. data), one 5.5 km south of Owens Dry Lake near 
Olancha, Inyo County (observed in 2015, 2016, and 2021; Bloom unpubl. 
data), and one isolated nesting territory approximately 130 km south of the 
Antelope Valley at Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach, Orange County (ob-
served in 2019, 2020, 2021, and 2022; R.S. Winkleman pers. comm; Figure 1). 

Here we detail the history, ecology, productivity, and diet of Swainson’s 
Hawks nesting in the Antelope Valley, on the basis of intermittent surveys 
and banding of nestlings and adults from 1979 to 2022 (Figure 1). 

STUDY AREA 

If the surrounding native desert habitats and fragments of native habitat 
remaining on the valley floor are representative of what occurred histori-
cally, prior to the advent of agriculture, the Antelope Valley was dominated 
by Joshua tree woodland, creosote bush (Larrea tridentata), burrow-weed 
(Ambrosia dumosa), rabbitbrush (Ericameria spp.), and saltbrush (Atriplex 
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spp.). Joshua trees were likely the principal sites of Swainson’s Hawk nests 
in the Antelope Valley in the early 20th century before thousands of hectares 
of native desert habitats were removed and replaced with alfalfa, a crop that 
supports abundant vertebrate prey and in which Swainson’s Hawk forages 
regularly throughout California (Bloom 1980, unpubl. data, Woodbridge 
1991, Babcock 1995, Briggs et al. 2011). As the local groundwater basin has 
been depleted (Los Angeles County Waterworks District No. 40 v. Diamond 
Farming Co.; Antelope Valley Groundwater Cases 2020), fallow alfalfa fields 
have become the dominant habitat. While the maximum number of hectares 
under alfalfa cultivation in the early to mid-1900s is unknown, from 1948 

Figure 1. Antelope Valley Swainson’s Hawk nesting locations and study area (1979–
2022), Kern and Los Angeles counties, California. Gray shading, the study area; black 
triangles, 1978–1979 nest locations (K. Garrett pers. comm., Bloom 1980); black dots, 
all California nest locations outside of the study area (Calif. Dept. Fish and Wildlife 
data); white dots, Antelope Valley nest locations, 1997–2022.
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to 1988 the number of hectares of alfalfa in the Antelope Valley fell from ap-
proximately 25,000 to 4000 (Templin et al. 1995). By 2021 we estimate active 
alfalfa to have decreased further, to 2000 hectares.

As of 2022, solar-energy facilities, residential development, and wind 
farms have expanded over much of the Antelope Valley, now occupying 
former native desert and agricultural land. 

METHODS
The 1979 Swainson’s Hawk survey of the Antelope Valley was part of a 

California statewide effort focused on the species’ nesting habitat. These 
“windshield” surveys entailed driving at 40 to 48 km/hour with periodic 
stops to survey potential nesting habitat (Bloom 1980). We followed the same 
procedures in more recent years. The objective was to locate all nesting ter-
ritories to identify and locate any population decline. Binoculars and a 25- to 
60-power spotting scope were used to search for hawks and confirm active 
nests. Five days in May 1979 were dedicated to the Antelope Valley floor from 
300th Street West east to 170th Street East, and from Willow Springs in the 
north to Palmdale in the south, excluding Edwards Air Force Base. The same 
area was surveyed again in 1980, 1997, 1998, 2016, 2018, and 2020, when we 
attempted censuses of the population. Targeted surveys of known nesting 
territories, with limited searching for new territories, were conducted from 
2004 through 2006, 2009 through 2015, and in 2017, 2019, 2021, and 2022. 

We define an active nest as one newly built or recently added to, with 
adults present on the nest and or defending it, or with eggs or young pres-
ent. Upon finding an active Swainson’s Hawk nest, we climbed the nest tree 
to band young, collect unhatched eggs, and identify prey remains. Bloom 
identified prey from whole and partial carcasses, feathers, tails, claws, skulls, 
mandibles, and other skeletal remains and teeth in the nest. No prey remains 
were brought into the lab for identification; all were left at the nest. Trees 
were climbed only once to reduce disturbance and potential predation by 
the bobcat (Lynx rufus; Bloom 1974). We recorded each nest’s location (Fig-
ure 1), date, number of young, success, supporting tree, and, if the nest was 
entered, prey species and clutch size. We considered a nest successful if at least 
one young fledged. We considered a chick to have fledged if it was at least 
three-quarters grown (5.5 weeks old) during the final observation (Steenhof 
1987). Chicks older than 2.5 weeks were banded with U.S. Geological Survey 
aluminum bands and beginning in 2011 were also banded with alphanumeric 
color bands. Addled eggs were deposited at the WFVZ.

RESULTS

Current Population Status
After 1980, the population of Swainson’s Hawk in the Antelope Valley 

began to increase and spread, in both native desert and agricultural areas. 
From 1995 to 1999 breeding was probable or confirmed in the Antelope 
Valley in four blocks defined for the Los Angeles County breeding bird atlas 
(Allen et al. 2016). Five pairs may have been present in the Antelope Valley 
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in 2005. Our highest count of active territories was 14 in 2021, of which three 
successfully fledged young, two failed with chicks in the nest, and nine failed 
prior to confirmation of hatching. In five other years from 2015 to 2022 we 
located 9 to 11 active nests (Table 1).

Nesting Ecology
From 1979 to 2022 we documented 124 nest attempts. Of these, 22 failed 

prior to egg laying or without egg laying being confirmed. In the remaining 
102 nests, which contained at least one egg, if not also young, the average 
clutch size was 2.49 eggs (SE = 0.08). In the 99 nests that contained at least one 
young the average brood size was 2.37 chicks (SE = 0.08; Table 1). For the 91 
nests revisited to determine if any young fledged, the rate of success ranged 
from 0% in 1979 and 2017 to 100% in 1997, 1998, 2004 through 2006, and in 
2009 and 2010, averaging 64.4% across all years. A minimum of 126 young 
were fledged from 54 nests over the 20-year study period (Table 1). However, 
we did not revisit all nests to determine if young had fledged. Between 1991 
and 2022, 198 young were banded, of which 124 received auxiliary bands 
with an alphanumeric code.

Table 1 Annual Nest Success and Size of Clutch and Brood for Swainson’s 
Hawk Nests in the Antelope Valley, California, 1979–2022

Year Nestsa Chicks banded
Percent 

successfulb Mean clutch sizec Mean brood size

1979 1 0 0
1997 2 6 100 3 3
1998 3 6 100 3.33 3.33
2004 2 3 100 1.5 1.5
2005 4 11 100 2.75 2.75
2006 4 7 100 3.25 2.75
2009 6 16 100 3 2.83
2010 5 13 100 3.2 2.6
2011 8 20 75 3.29 3
2012 6 7 50 1.75 1.75
2013 6 3 50 2 1.6
2014 5 8 50 2.2 2
2015 10 21 80 2.89 2.78
2016 6 9 40 2 1.83
2017 9 17 0 2.5 2.25
2018 11 16 50 2.25 2.25
2019 3 1 33.3 2 2
2020 9 21 88.9 2.67 2.33
2021 14 5 21.4 1.4 1.4
2022 10 8 50 1.89 1.44
Mean 198 64.4 2.49 2.37
SE 0.08 0.08
aNumber of active nests observed.
bNests which had young ≥5.5 weeks old at the time of the last observation.
cNot all nests which failed prior to young being observed were examined for the presence of eggs.
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Trees supporting Swainson’s Hawk nests were largely non-native species 
(81.5%, n = 101), including elm (Ulmus spp., 43 nesting attempts), Aleppo 
pine (Pinus halepensis, 32), black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia, 10), tamarisk 
(Tamarix spp., 11), and Arizona cypress (Cupressus arizonica, 5). Native trees 
constituted 13.7% (n = 17) of the 124 observed nesting attempts, which in-
cluded eight attempts in Joshua trees, six in Fremont cottonwoods (Populus 
fremontii), two in willows (Salix spp.), and one in a California juniper (Ju-
niperus californica). An additional six nest trees (4.8%), most of which have 
either died or have been removed, were documented as deciduous without 
being identified to species. Figures 2 and 3 show examples of non-native and 
native trees in which Swainson’s Hawks nested and the surrounding habitat.

Diet and Feeding Ecology
Between 1979 and 2022 we recorded the remains of 170 prey observed in 

50 Swainson’s Hawk nests, identified to the lowest taxonomic level allowable 
(Table 2). Observed prey consisted entirely of vertebrates and almost entirely 
of rodents (82.9%, n = 141). Birds represented 7.1% (n = 12) of the total prey 
items, followed by reptiles (6.5%, n = 11) and amphibians (3.5%, n = 6). Of 
the 170 items observed, Botta’s pocket gopher (Thomomys bottae) was the 
dominant prey, found in 23 nests. The California vole (Microtus californicus) 
and California ground squirrel (Otospermophilus beecheyi) were the next 
most common prey, observed in 10 and five nests, respectively. 

Figure 2. Swainson’s Hawk nest in elm tree and adjacent alfalfa fields in the Antelope 
Valley, Los Angeles County, California, July 2020. 

Photo by Peter H. Bloom
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Figure 3. Swainson’s Hawk nest in Joshua tree in native desert in the Antelope Valley, 
Kern County, California, November 2021. 

Photo by Kerry G. Ross
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DISCUSSION

Population and Distribution
Except for the isolated territory near Olancha, Inyo County, the substantial 

increase in the Antelope Valley population is the only change in the nesting 
distribution of Swainson’s Hawk in the Mojave Desert since the 1979 statewide 
survey that led to the species being listed as threatened. While California’s 
entire Mojave Desert has not been systematically surveyed for nesting Swain-
son’s Hawks, much of the known nesting habitat (Joshua tree woodland) has 
been examined repeatedly over the decades, and hundreds of Red-tailed 
Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus), and Com-
mon Raven (Corvus corax) nests have been identified and their young banded 
(Bloom unpubl. data). In addition, no nests of Swainson’s Hawk in areas of 
the Mojave Desert outside of the Antelope Valley have been reported to us 
or through https.eBird.org, www.iNaturalist.org, or the California Natural 
Diversity Data Base (https://map.dfg.ca.gov/rarefind/view/RareFind.aspx, 
accessed 3 Apr 2021). 

Population increases documented in other portions of the species’ range 
during this same period (Battistone et al. 2019, Furnas et al. 2022) were not 
taking place in the Mojave Desert outside of the Antelope Valley. As a nesting 
species, Swainson’s Hawk may always have been less abundant in the Mojave 
Desert (Grinnell and Miller 1944) than west of the Tehachapi Mountains 
and Sierra Nevada. Given the extensive distribution of the Joshua tree (Munz 
1974), nesting is plausible anywhere the tree is found in California. Dawson 

Table 2 Prey Observed in Swainson’s Hawk Nests in the Antelope Valley, 
California, 1979–2022.
Common name Scientific name Quantity Percent

Botta’s pocket gopher Thomomys bottae 90 52.9
California vole Microtus californicus 14 8.2
California ground squirrel Otospermophilus beecheyi 12 7.1
Merriam’s kangaroo rat Dipodomys merriami 9 5.3
Desert cottontail Sylvilagus audubonii 8 4.7
Unidentified snake 7 4.1
Black-tailed jackrabbit Lepus californicus 5 2.9
Unidentified frog or toad 5 2.9
Horned Lark Eremophila alpestris 4 2.4
Unidentified rodent 3 1.8
Eurasian Collared Dove Streptopelia decaocto 2 1.2
Western whiptail Aspidoscelis tigris 2 1.2
Unidentified passerine 2 1.2
Western Meadowlark Sturnella neglecta 1 0.6
Brewer’s Blackbird Euphagus cyanocephalus 1 0.6
Barn Owl Tyto alba 1 0.6
Domestic poultry Gallus spp. 1 0.6
Desert horned lizard Phrynosoma platyrhinos 1 0.6
Western toad Anaxyrus boreas 1 0.6
Unidentified lizard 1 0.6
Total 170 100
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(1923) referred to Swainson’s Hawk as “less common on the south-eastern 
deserts” (probably referring to the Colorado Desert) and included a photo 
of a nest in a Joshua tree in the Mojave Desert, as did Bent (1937). Grinnell 
and Miller (1944) referred to it as “apparently scarce in summer on Colo-
rado and Mojave Deserts; but known to nest near Cima, San Bernardino 
County.” While the historic distribution of nesting Swainson’s Hawks in the 
Mojave Desert was widely dispersed around the Antelope Valley, Olancha, 
Adelanto, Victorville, and Cima, the core nesting population is now found 
in the Antelope Valley.

Four decades have elapsed since the 1979 survey of the Antelope Valley, 
and the population has experienced a 14-fold increase. The ultimate cause of 
the increase in the Antelope Valley and Central Valley (Battistone et al. 2019) 
is unknown since no active management was undertaken in the preceding 
decades. However, the Central Valley population was recognized as the core 
state population and reproductively healthy. Whether the increase in Ante-
lope Valley nesting pairs was a product of local reproduction or immigra-
tion is unknown. Equally puzzling is why so little breeding has extended to 
southern California counties except in the Antelope Valley. Given the species’ 
propensity for short-distance dispersal (Woodbridge et al. 1995), all or the 
majority of adults breeding in the Antelope Valley likely fledged from nests in 
the Antelope Valley. However, occasional long-distance dispersers are known 
and could have originated from the core population in the Central Valley or 
a state other than California (Bloom unpubl.). The species’ typically short 
distance of natal dispersal may have contributed to the growing population’s 
failure to spread widely in southern California. 

Nesting Ecology
Although our sample size was relatively small (124 nests), the combined 

annual reproductive performance of Swainson’s Hawks in the Antelope Valley 
was like that reported elsewhere in California and western North America 
(Bloom 1980, Woodbridge et al. 1995, England et al. 1995). The species’ 
clutches typically range from one to four eggs; average clutch sizes have been 
reported as 2.66 in Washington, 2.34 in Colorado, and 2.48 in New Mexico 
(Bechard et al. 2020). Similarly, Bloom (1980) reported an average clutch size 
of 2.58 and an average brood size of 2.27 for California nesting pairs. Our 
observed mean clutch size of 2.49 and mean brood size of 2.37 are consistent 
with the results of other studies. Various studies throughout the western U.S. 
found that pairs were successful in 54.6% (Olendorff 1978), 65% (Woodbridge 
et al. 1995), 64.7% to 82.1% (England et al. 1995), 81.3% (Fitzner 1978), and 
89.5% (Bloom 1980) of reproductive attempts. The success rate of 64.4% in 
the Antelope Valley is consistent with these findings. However, this rate may 
be biased toward lower success, in part because of our not returning to all 
nest sites to confirm if young fledged and the assumption that young less 
than 5.5 weeks old at the time of the last observation did not successfully 
fledge. Thus our findings support the conclusion of Risebrough et al. (1989) 
that in California organochlorine pesticides were not a significant factor in 
the decline in the state’s breeding population. 

Five mostly drought-tolerant species of exotic trees currently provide the 
majority of nest sites for Swainson’s Hawks in the Mojave Desert (81.5%), 
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while native Fremont cottonwoods, Joshua trees, California junipers, and 
willows provide nest substrates only occasionally (13.7%).

Diet and Feeding Ecology
In California (Bloom 1980, Woodbridge 1991) and throughout the west-

ern United States (Andersen 1995, Bechard 1983, Gilmer and Stewart 1984), 
Swainson’s Hawks have a strong preference for ground squirrels, gophers, and 
voles. We found the same to be true in the Antelope Valley where gophers, 
voles, and ground squirrels accounted for 68% (n = 116) of the prey observed 
in Swainson’s Hawk nests. These rodents occur in both disturbed and native 
desert habitats in the Antelope Valley, but active alfalfa fields support the 
highest abundance of gophers and voles (pers. obs.). This observation is 
consistent with the high densities of gophers, mice, and voles in pastureland 
(including alfalfa) found in Washington by Bechard (1982) as well as Wood-
bridge’s (1991) finding of a high abundance of voles, ground squirrels, and 
gophers in alfalfa fields in northern California. One nest that we examined 
adjacent to alfalfa fields contained the remains of 59 gophers, four ground 
squirrels, one cottontail, and two jackrabbits. This nest successfully fledged 
four offspring and contained 38.8% (n = 66) of all prey items observed (n = 
170) and 65.6% of all gophers observed. We found Swainson’s Hawk nests 
in native desert rarely to yield more than three prey items. In the Antelope 
Valley, reptiles such as the desert horned lizard (n = 1) and western whiptail 
(n = 2) are found almost exclusively in pristine native desert habitats, and 
our finding their remains in Swainson’s Hawk nests suggest that despite the 
species’ predilection for foraging in alfalfa fields when nesting in agricultural 
areas (Bloom 1980, Woodbridge 1991), adults also hunt in native habitats.

Conservation and Future Studies
While the population has grown in recent years, it is under increasing 

pressure from the conversion of nesting and foraging habitat to solar-energy 
facilities, residential housing, wind farms, and other development. These 
landscape-level changes in the Antelope Valley are incompatible with con-
tinued Swainson’s Hawk nesting and foraging. Along with the diminishing 
availability of water in the Mojave basin and climate change, these factors 
have cumulative and compounding effects, potentially setting the stage for a 
significant and rapid population decline. Creation of reserves dedicated to the 
conservation of both foraging and nesting habitat for nesting and migrating 
Swainson’s Hawks in the Antelope Valley should include both native desert 
and alfalfa components and be located as close to nesting territories and 
existing reserves as possible.

The Antelope Valley’s population of Swainson’s Hawk has been under-
studied in comparison to breeding populations elsewhere in California. A 
telemetry study involving adults equipped with GPS/GSM transmitters would 
provide considerable insight into how Mojave Desert Swainson’s Hawks use 
their territories, which may include native desert, agricultural crops, solar 
fields, and windfarms, among other areas. Further, a telemetry study may 
allow for the customization of conservation areas, based upon movements of 
specific nesting pairs and known territory configurations. The population is 
small and may have been reestablished by the single pair found in 1978 and 
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1979. Therefore the species’ strong philopatry and territory fidelity suggest 
that individuals may be closely related, a hypothesis to be tested with genetic 
studies. If conservation efforts are successful and this population continues 
to expand, it may serve as a source for recolonization of other regions of 
southern California in which Swainson’s Hawks once nested.
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ABSTRACT: From 2004 to 2021 we monitored the Western Snowy Plover (Cha-
radrius nivosus nivosus) in coastal Los Angeles and Orange counties, California. Fol-
lowing an absence of 68 years, it returned to nest in 2017. Since then, the plovers have 
nested at three locations in Los Angeles County and four in Orange County, where 
numbers of nests at Anaheim Bay, Bolsa Chica State Beach, and Huntington State 
Beach increased. Protective beach management and nest enclosures presumably 
contributed to the increase of nests and hatching success at these sites. However, the 
number of nonbreeding Snowy Plovers in coastal Los Angeles County has declined, 
most steeply at Zuma Beach. At nonbreeding roosts in Orange County numbers at 
Balboa Beach and San Onofre State Beach declined, but countywide numbers were 
stable. All sites at which plovers roost experience human-related disturbance, which 
may include vehicles driving through them regularly, beach grooming that removes 
wrack and foraging resources, dogs chasing and flushing roosting plovers, and 
nearby large recreational events and summer camps as nonbreeding plovers return 
in July. Most sites lack consistent protective measures. Plover mortality has resulted 
from vehicle strikes and dogs. We recommend management that includes the estab-
lishment of special protection zones, restrictions on sand grooming, wrack removal, 
and vehicle traffic, and installation of protective enclosures around roost sites.

Historically, the Western Snowy Plover (Charadrius nivosus nivosus) 
nested on beaches throughout Los Angeles and Orange counties (Grinnell 
and Miller 1944, Page and Stenzel 1981, Allen et al. 2016). Known historical 
nesting sites in Los Angeles County included Malibu, Santa Monica, Ballona 
(Venice/Marina Del Rey), Los Angeles (today’s Playa del Rey and Dockwei-
ler State Beach), Manhattan Beach, and Redondo Beach (Allen et al. 2016). 
Densities were once high: in 1903, a collector noted 50 pairs along a 2-mile 
segment between Santa Monica and Ballona (U.S. National Museum of Natu-
ral History egg set 31481, Page and Stenzel 1981) and six nests among Least 
Terns 8 km north of Malibu (possibly Zuma Beach) (Western Foundation 
of Vertebrate Zoology egg set 3497, Page and Stenzel 1981). Before 1940, 
plovers nested in Orange County at Anaheim Landing, Sunset Beach bay 
fill, Sunset Beach, Bolsa Chica beach and salt flats (Bolsa Chica Ecological 
Reserve), Newport Beach, and Balboa Beach (Page and Stenzel 1981, Stenzel 
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et al. 1981). During their 1978–79 survey, Page and Stenzel (1981) found that 
Orange County supported 2% of the pairs on the mainland coast of California, 
all at the Bolsa Chica oil fields (previously Bolsa Chica salt flats, currently 
Bolsa Chica Ecological Reserve). They concluded that the only other likely 
nesting location was at the Sunset Aquatic Park and that the lack of nesting 
plovers elsewhere was due to beach raking and heavy human use (Page and 
Stenzel 1981). 

By 2021, the greater Los Angeles metropolitan area straddling these two 
counties had 13 million residents ( https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-
series/demo/popest/2020s-total-metro-and-micro-statistical-areas.html), 
and it hosts millions of tourists annually. Beach recreation is widespread, 
and much of the coastline is developed for recreational and residential use. 
Human use of sandy beaches brought disturbance from development and 
recreation, introduced predatory domestic animals, and provided anthro-
pogenic food sources for native and non-native predators. Beach recreation 
in this region entails a suite of activities for public safety and sanitation, 
including vehicular beach patrols and mechanized sand grooming. All these 
factors deterred plovers from nesting. From 1949 to 2016, there were no 
documented cases of a Snowy Plover nesting in coastal Los Angeles County 
(Page and Stenzel 1981, Allen et al. 2016). However, there was no compre-
hensive survey of suitable beaches in that county from the 1970s to 2004 (G. 
Page pers. comm. 2010, Ryan et al. 2010). Subsequently, monitors detected 
single pairs nesting in dunes at Balboa Beach in 2008, 2009, and 2013, then 
nesting resumed more widely in both counties in 2017 (Ryan et al. 2019). 

Nonbreeding roosting and foraging represent another important stage 
of the plover’s annual cycle, which on southern California beaches extends 
from July to March. The beaches in coastal Los Angeles and Orange coun-
ties support up to 11% of the population wintering along the U.S. Pacific 
coast (USFWS unpubl. data). As during nesting, human activities’ chronic 
disturbance of the plovers at these roosting areas reduces time for foraging, 
resting, and preening, increases energy expenditures, and eliminates potential 
habitat. For some individuals, these energetic costs could lead to increased 
mortality by starvation and predation (Davidson and Rothwell 1993, Burger 
1997, Pfister et al. 1998, Harrington 2003) and abandonment of winter roosts 
(Mitchell et al. 1989).

Although they ceased nesting for 68 years in coastal Los Angeles County, 
nonbreeding plovers continued wintering on the county’s sandy beaches. 
Surveys of nonbreeding roosts from 1979 to 1985 by Page et al. (1986) found 
a yearly average of 105 plovers in Los Angeles County and 27 in Orange 
County. In addition, the Santa Monica Bay Audubon Society (unpubl. data) 
surveyed Los Angeles County from 2004 to 2006 and found 260 to 334 win-
tering plovers. 

Factors contributing to the degradation of winter roosting habitat and 
the extirpation of the nesting population include vehicles regularly driving 
through roosts, grooming of beaches, dogs chasing and flushing roosting 
plovers, large recreational events and summer camps near roost sites when 
the plovers return in July, and continuing coastal development. In Los Angeles 
County, all beaches where plovers roost, except Malibu Lagoon State Beach, 
are groomed daily. In Orange County, Surfside, Sunset, and Salt Creek beaches 
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are groomed. Daily beach grooming removes microhabitats favorable for 
nesting and likely destroys plovers’ nest scrapes and eggs (Page et al. 2009). 
While removing trash, beach grooming also removes naturally occurring kelp 
and wrack. This drastically reduces the population of invertebrates adapted 
to breaking down kelp, including many of the plover’s favored prey (Dugan 
et al. 2003, Page et al. 2009).

Dugan and Hubbard (2009) found a positive correlation between the 
plover’s abundance, the mean cover of wrack, and the abundance of wrack-
associated invertebrates on southern California beaches. Furthermore, Du-
gan (2003) and Dugan and Hubbard (2009) demonstrated that grooming in-
creases the rate of beach erosion, increasing the need for sand replenishment. 
Human development of the upper beach habitat removes cover and foraging 
resources and brings domestic animals—cats and dogs that prey on plovers. 
Besides killing plovers outright, vehicular traffic crushes the kelp, vegetation, 
and wrack supporting the plover’s prey and regularly flushes resting plovers 
from their roosts. Sunbathing, swimming, dog walking, exercising, and play-
ing sports, ~53 million and 37 million people per year visit Los Angeles and 
Orange County beaches, respectively (County of Los Angeles 2023, Dwight 
et al. 2007). Requisite support services, such as police and lifeguard patrols, 
water-quality monitoring, erosion control, and trash collection, entail driving 
vehicles on the beach. Human activity also favors native predators, especially 
the American Crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos). 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service listed the Pacific coast population of the 
Western Snowy Plover as threatened in 1993 (USFWS 1993) and completed 
a recovery plan in 2007. Its goals include protecting wintering plovers and 
increasing the breeding population of Recovery Unit 6 (Los Angeles, Orange, 
and San Diego counties) from the 2005–2009 average of 243 to 500 (USFWS 
2007, unpubl. data). In June 2012, the USFWS revised its designation of criti-
cal habitat for the plover to include six beaches in Los Angeles County and 
three in Orange County (USFWS 2012). The Snowy Plover is also a California 
bird species of special concern (Shuford and Gardali 2008).

In our study on Los Angeles and Orange County beaches, we documented 
(1) the year-round patterns of the plover’s attendance at its main nonbreeding 
roosts, (2) the sizes and locations of these roosts, and (3) nesting. We also 
describe our efforts to monitor and protect nests and recommend means for 
improving the protection of nests and winter roosts. 

METHODS
Our program comprised three types of surveys: comprehensive county-

wide coastal surveys covering all suitable sandy beaches four times per year, 
monthly surveys of the main roost sites (Figure 1) during the other eight 
months, and nest surveys at the main roosts from April to July. The county-
wide surveys reveal any changes in the location of main roosts or potential 
breeding pairs away from known roost locations. County-wide and roost 
surveys yield an overall estimate of the population and track trends from 
month to month and year to year. Surveyors consisted of both biologists with 
permits from the USFWS and trained community volunteers. In addition, 
permitted biologists searched for nests.
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Following recommendations from the draft recovery plan (USFWS 2007) 
and the Western Snowy Plover Winter Window Survey Protocol (Elliott-
Smith and Haig 2006), volunteers and biologists walked a pre-defined seg-
ment of beach. Most surveys were completed during the morning on rising 
tides under suitable conditions; surveyors were instructed not to survey 
during rain, heavy wind, or atypically cold mornings. Surveyors walked 
beaches in one direction, typically with the sun at their back. They searched 
the sand visually and with binoculars, stopping approximately every 30 meters 
to scan for plovers. Surveyors walked alongside each other on broad beaches 
and/or zigzagged. We used standardized datasheets, and surveyors marked 
the presence of plovers and the area covered on a map or aerial photograph. 
Data recorded on each survey included the number, location, and sex of all 
plovers, color band combinations, each survey’s time and weather condi-
tions, the presence of dogs on and off leash, any unusual tarballs or oiling, 
the presence of vehicles and beach-grooming equipment, and the presence 
of potential diurnal predators. Volunteer observers did not always record all 
data requested.

During the breeding season surveys, surveyors noted breeding behaviors 
such as copulation, nest construction, incubation, or signs of agitation such 
as a broken-wing display. They mapped all detections of plovers and their 
nests on either paper maps or with the GPS. 

We did not survey rocky or cobble shorelines at Malibu, Palos Verdes, 
Laguna Beach, San Juan Capistrano, and San Clemente or where the high 
tide reaches cliffs and house pilings. Neither did we survey in the shipping 
ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach or marinas at Marina del Rey, Newport, 
and Dana Point.

Countywide Surveys
Completion of countywide surveys relied primarily on community vol-

unteers, often working in teams, and trained by biologists. They surveyed 

Figure 1. Main beaches for roosting and nesting of the Snowy Plover in Los Angeles 
and Orange counties, California.
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from January to April in 2007, then switched to January, March, May, and 
September from 2008 to 2021. Volunteers recorded the same information 
described above and recorded the level of human activity at each beach, such 
as numbers of walkers, joggers, and persons engaged in other recreational 
activities, as well as habitat type, beach width, and changes in the beach. Dur-
ing the summer and fall, they recorded the number of juveniles and adults. 
During the breeding season surveys in March and May, they recorded the 
presence of potentially breeding adults for follow-up by nest surveyors.

Roost Surveys
In these surveys, trained biologists focused on known roosts and roosts 

detected during previous countywide surveys. These targeted surveys encom-
pass over 95% of the plover population (Ryan et al. 2010). From 2007 to 2021, 
biologists surveyed the main roost sites (Figure 1) once each in February, 
April, June, July, August, October, November, and December. From 2007 to 
2009 and from 2017 to 2021, the surveys were weekly from 15 February to 
30 April unless the plovers had departed the site for two consecutive weeks. 
Monthly roost surveys were suspended from May 2014 to September 2014 
and April 2017 to August 2018, and some sites were not surveyed from April 
to June 2020 because of closures due to the covid-19 pandemic.

Biologists mapped roosting areas by walking the perimeter at a distance 
that did not disturb the birds (typically 6–9 m). The surveyed beaches were 
Zuma County Beach at lifeguard tower 9 and Zuma Lagoon, Malibu Lagoon 
State Beach, Santa Monica State Beach (Santa Monica), Dockweiler State 
Beach lifeguard towers 47 and 58, and Hermosa Beach in Los Angeles County 
and Surfside Beach, Bolsa Chica State Beach, Huntington State Beach, Bal-
boa Beach, Crystal Cove State Park, Salt Creek, and San Onofre State Beach 
(“Trestles”) in Orange County. 

Nest Surveys, Monitoring, and Protection 
Nest surveys, by permitted biologists only, were confined to nongroomed 

beaches, beaches with enclosed areas, and beaches where other surveys re-
vealed plovers whose behavior suggested nesting. These surveys took place 
weekly from April to July, being discontinued when no plovers were detected 
for two consecutive weeks. We searched for nests and signs of nesting, such 
as nest scrapes, and inspected locations where plovers were observed sitting 
as if incubating. Biologists noted the location of nests by GPS, recorded the 
number of eggs (if present), and checked adults for bands. Over the nests, 
we installed mini-enclosures made of 5 × 10 cm wire mesh in the configura-
tion of cubes 70 cm on a side or circles 70 cm in diameter. These were sunk 
up to 10 cm into the sand and secured with aluminum or plastic tent stakes. 
Biologists monitored nests a minimum of every three days to determine their 
outcome. In Orange County, we banded a portion of the hatched chicks at 
or near their nests. After the eggs hatched, biologists, park staff, and trained 
volunteer monitors checked the nests’ vicinity for chicks and fledglings. 

We calculated the birds’ reproductive performance as breeding efficiency, 
the ratio of the number of fledged chicks to eggs laid (or tended) by an in-
dividual (Colwell et al. 2017). This metric thus ranges from 0.0 for none to 
1.0 for all chicks fledging. 

STATUS OF THE SNOWY PLOVER IN LOS ANGELES AND ORANGE COUNTIES
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Human Activities and Disturbance
We quantified the level of disturbance during countywide surveys of the 

main roosting beaches by dividing the counts of the various types of distur-
bance by the number of surveys and the distance surveyed in kilometers. 
We excluded Hermosa Beach from the analysis because at that site these 
data were taken and reported inconsistently. To compare Los Angeles and 
Orange counties, we standardized the data by dividing the counts reported by 
volunteers by the number of surveys and the distance surveyed in kilometers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Nonbreeding Population Distribution and Trends
Snowy Plovers occurred in both Los Angeles and Orange counties in all 

months (Table 1, Figure 2). Their numbers were greatest from August to 
March. Most departed for nesting areas in March or April, then returned 
from July to September (Table 1, Figure 2). The wintering or nonbreeding 
population was relatively stable between August and February. Since 2017 
higher numbers have remained and nested. 

From 2007 to 2021, we observed plovers on 26 of 36 beach segments in 
Los Angeles County. However, 95% of these observations are from six main 
roosting sites at Zuma, Malibu Lagoon, Santa Monica, Dockweiler State 
Beach, and Hermosa Beach (Figure 1). From 2012 to 2021, we detected plo-
vers on 18 of 27 beach segments in Orange County. We observed 97% at seven 
main roosting sites at Surfside, Bolsa Chica State Beach, Huntington State 
Beach, Balboa Beach, Crystal Cove State Park, Salt Creek, and San Onofre 
State Beach. Plovers also used small roosts and foraged at Seal Beach, Sunset 
Beach, Huntington City Beach, Newport Beach, Doheny State Beach, and 
San Clemente City Beach (Figure 1). There has been a declining trend at the 
northern roosts since 2014. 

Table 1 Average Monthly Detections of Snowy Plovers in Los Angeles and 
Orange Counties, 2007–2021
  Los Angeles County Orange County

Month Average SE na Average SE na

January 219.0 15.65 18 177.1 10.26 8
February 188.4 15.16 14 146.5 15.91 8
March 141.6 13.83 14 151.4 21.40 8
April 39.4 8.53 10 27.0 4.78 8
May 2.2 0.71 11 9.2 2.47 6
June 1.7 0.97 7 7.0 2.20 7
July 56.8 8.46 12 37.9 10.56 7
August 143.6 12.41 12 142.4 15.26 7
September 182.5 11.33 15 179.6 13.09 8
October 210.2 14.85 14 182.1 9.43 8
November 201.2 19.60 14 149.3 17.48 8
December 190.9 17.74 14 163.3 17.56 8
aNumber of surveys.
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The population of nonbreeding plovers in Los Angeles County has fluctu-
ated from approximately 140 to 330, with the number present during peak 
periods declining over the study period (Figures 3, 4). Over time, lower high 
counts and lower low counts varied in a cycle of about 6–8 years (Figure 3). 
A similar pattern is reflected in mean roost counts (Figure 4). Variation in 
Orange County mirrored trends in Los Angeles County, so the cycle was re-
gional. We detected fewer plovers from 2015 to 2017, with recovery in winter 
2018, then the decline resumed through 2021 (Figures 3, 4).

The decline from 2005–06 to 2006–07 extended throughout California 
and the range of the Pacific coast population, with winter populations fall-
ing by 17% (USFWS unpubl. data). The cause was not determined, but an 
unusually cold spell along the Pacific coast of Oregon and California in 
December 2006 and January 2007 may have contributed. In 2006 there was 
also a die-off, from unknown causes, on the breeding grounds in San Diego 
(E. Copper pers. comm. 2009). 

During this second local decline (2012–16), the number of plovers within 
California as a whole remained stable and near its high (3762–4561) (USFWS 
unpubl. data). Within Recovery Unit 6, the number declined from 1115 to 
742, while in central and northern California (recovery units 2, 3, and 4) it 
increased. There appears to have been a shift toward nonbreeding roosts 
farther north. Since 2016, winter counts in Recovery Unit 6 increased to 935 
in 2020 and have remained stable since 2018 (USFWS unpubl. data).

Within Los Angeles County, the roosts at Zuma Beach, Malibu Lagoon, 
and Santa Monica have declined, while those at Dockweiler State Beach and 
Hermosa Beach have increased. Of these, the roost at Zuma Beach, formerly 
the largest, has declined significantly (R2 = 0.40, p < 0.01; Figure 5). In winter 
2005–06 it had 133–213 plovers, 27.5% of the Los Angeles County population, 

Figure 2. Average number of Snowy Plovers detected per month at roost sites in Los 
Angeles County 2004–2021 (black bars) and Orange County 2012-2021 (gray bars). 
Error bars, 1 standard error.
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Figure 3. Numbers of Snowy Plovers counted during January winter window surveys 
in Los Angeles County 2004–2021 (black bars) and Orange County 2014–2021 (gray 
bars). The dotted line represents the linear trend on Los Angeles County counts. 

Figure 4. Mean number of Snowy Plovers counted per year at roosts in Los Angeles 
County 2007–2021 (black bars) and Orange County 2014–2021 (gray bars). Error 
bars, 1 standard error. 
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but it has no protective enclosure and is heavily disturbed. The population 
at Malibu Lagoon was variable, typically tracking the overall trend for Los 
Angeles County, but also dropping in years when the sandbar narrowed or 
disappeared entirely. From 2010 to 2014, we recorded 47 to 78 plovers roost-
ing there; since the countywide decline in 2015, these numbers have fallen 
to 0 to 41. At Santa Monica Beach, with two fenced enclosures, typically, 25 
to 45 plovers roost, with a peak of 58 in 2011–12. Venice Beach, between the 
pier and enclosure for the Least Tern colony, supported a small roost of 2 
to 11 plovers in 8 of 14 years. Dockweiler State Beach, south of the Ballona 
Channel, comprised three roosting areas, near lifeguard towers 47, 50, and 
58. Being protected by a fenced enclosure since 2008, the roost at tower 47 
was the largest, occupied every year and supporting an average of 15% of the 
roosting plovers in Los Angeles County. Used since 2020, the roost at tower 50 
appeared after several years of heavy disturbance at the enclosure near tower 
47 (Ryan et al. 2019). The roost at tower 58 supported an average of 4% of Los 
Angeles County’s plovers and was occupied for 8 of 14 years, but it has been 
used only occasionally since 2012. The number of plovers at Dockweiler State 
Beach has fluctuated between 20 and 50. Hermosa Beach typically supports 
30 to 50 roosting plovers, an average of 19% of Los Angeles County’s total. 
This roost is the only one in that county that increased significantly from 
2004 to 2021 (R2 = 0.26, p = 0.03; Figure 5). The roost shifts between 18th to 
22nd streets and 26th to 28th streets.

Roosts in Orange County have also fluctuated, with numbers increasing 
at Bolsa Chica State Beach and Salt Creek but decreasing at Huntington State 
Beach, Balboa Beach, and San Onofre State Beach (Figure 6). Representing 
on average 6% of the plovers roosting in Orange County, a group of up to 

Figure 5. Average number of Snowy Plovers counted per year at Zuma Beach (black 
bars and trend line) and Hermosa Beach (gray bars and dashed trend line) 2007–2021. 
Error bars, 1 standard error.
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44 moved between Surfside and Sunset beaches. Bolsa Chica State Beach 
supports two roosts, near Warner Avenue and the park headquarters, that 
together constitute the second-largest aggregation (22.5%) in Orange County. 
This roost’s size fluctuated from 0 to 101, partly because the birds moved 
regularly between the beach and nearby Bolsa Chica Ecological Reserve. But 
the trend from 2014 to 2021 was an increase (Figure 6). In 2011 Huntington 
State Beach was Orange County’s largest nonbreeding roost but has since 
declined; with 0–90 it currently supports an average of only 12% of that 
county’s plovers. In most years of the study, Balboa Beach was the site of the 
largest roost in Orange County, with 0–127 plovers (24%). It often has the 
highest numbers during migration in September and October. Since 2014, 
the numbers roosting have declined from an average of 63 to 24 (Figure 6), 
perhaps because of a sidewalk extension built in 2014. The plover roost at 
Crystal Cove State Park fluctuated between 0 and 58 (8%) but has been active 
annually since 2014. The roost at Salt Creek County Beach ranged from 0 to 
58 (16%), that at San Onofre State Beach from 0 to 76 (13%). In some years, 
the plovers at San Onofre State Beach moved south of the San Mateo Creek 
mouth and outside the survey area (Figure 6).

Beach Use and Disturbance
Human beachgoers use all beaches on which Snowy Plovers roost or 

nest in the study area for various forms of recreation. Most plover roosts 
are at the beach slope’s top or middle. Pedestrians and runners transit all 
roost areas; surfers, swimmers, and anglers cross them to reach the water. 
Other visitors play sports, including volleyball and soccer, or sit stationary. 

Figure 6. Average number of Snowy Plovers counted per year at Bolsa Chica 
Ecological Reserve (black bars and trend line), Balboa Beach (dark gray bars and 
dashed trend line), and San Onofre State Beach (light gray bars and dotted trend line) 
2007–2021. Error bars, 1 standard error.
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Volunteers observed these activities at all roosts, the most common activi-
ties being sitting, walking, and sports. In Los Angeles County, the highest 
densities of these activities are at Malibu Lagoon, Venice Beach South, and 
Dockweiler State Beach near tower 58. In Orange County, human activity 
was greatest at Huntington State Beach, Balboa Beach, Doheny State Beach, 
and Salt Creek. Plovers typically reacted to these activities near their roost 
by walking or flying a short distance from the disturbance. This movement 
increased in frequency at beaches with high densities of these activities and 
when beaches were more crowded on warm days and from May to September, 
which coincided with migration and nesting.

With recreation comes vehicle access for safety patrols, refuse collection, 
wildlife rescue, maintenance, water-quality monitoring, and mechanical 
grooming. All beaches on which plovers roost in our study are accessible to 
vehicles. The most common are four-wheel drive pick-up trucks and sport 
utility vehicles; all-terrain vehicles, heavy equipment, and tractors are fewer. 
Plovers’ reactions to vehicles were similar to those to pedestrians. But vehicles 
are larger, faster, and more lethal: we noted vehicle strikes killing plovers at 
Zuma Beach (2007), Malibu Lagoon (2013), and Santa Monica (2015). In 
addition, vehicles can crush and bury wrack and foraging resources. In Los 
Angeles County and outside state parks in Orange County, beach raking 
can remove wrack entirely. When standardized for the number of surveys 
and distance, vehicle use was greater in Los Angeles than in Orange County 
(Figure 7). Over time, the frequency of vehicle use in both counties has been 
consistent (Figure 7).

With few exceptions, dogs are not authorized on public beaches in either 
Los Angeles or Orange County. None of the plover’s main roost beaches 
permit dogs off leash, and only the city of Newport Beach permits dogs on 
leash during certain hours. Nevertheless, volunteers observed dogs on and 
off-leash at all beaches in both counties. In Los Angeles County, the numbers 

Figure 7. Density by year of vehicles (passenger, all-terrain, equipment) noted during 
beach-wide surveys at main Snowy Plover roosts in Los Angeles (black bars) and 
Orange (gray bars) counties, 2014–2021.
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of dogs observed at roosting beaches were greatest at Venice Beach South and 
Malibu Lagoon State Beach. In Orange County, their numbers were greatest at 
Surfside, Balboa Beach, and Doheny State Beach. Overall, dogs were fewer in 
Orange County, but the trend since 2015 in both counties has been an increase 
(Figure 8). In 2009 we noted a dog capture and injure a plover at Sunset Beach.

In addition to these widespread disturbances, some disturbances are 
specific to certain beaches. Heavy equipment is used to build and remove 
protective berms annually near roosts at Zuma, Dockweiler, Surfside, and 
Sunset beaches. Surf camps consisting of large numbers of children are held 
between May and September near roosts at Zuma Beach, Malibu Lagoon, 
Santa Monica Beach, Dockweiler State Beach, Hermosa Beach, Bolsa Chica 
State Beach, Huntington State Beach, and Salt Creek. These are particularly 
problematic at Malibu Lagoon and Santa Monica Beach, where the activities 
occur within 30 m of the protective enclosures. Volleyball courts have been 
installed within the roosting area at Zuma Beach. Illegal beach fires burning 
wood slats from the protective enclosure have been set at Dockweiler State 
Beach. Large-scale public events held near roosts include triathlons at Zuma 
Beach and music festivals at Dockweiler and Huntington state beaches. Since 
2016, a falconer has been hired to use a Harris’s Hawk (Parabuteo unicinctus) 
to flush gulls from the lagoon at Salt Creek. Since 2017, while plovers were 
present, the hawk’s use has been restricted, and it is not allowed to fly when 
plovers are present.

In addition to anthropogenic disturbances, extreme tides can wash over 
the roosting areas at Malibu Lagoon State Beach and Crystal Cove State Park. 
Seasonal beach erosion can also narrow the beach. Such high tides concen-
trate human disturbances or eliminate the roost areas at narrower beaches 
such as Zuma Beach, Malibu Lagoon State Beach, Surfside, Sunset, Balboa 
Beach, Crystal Cove State Park, Salt Creek, and Doheny State Beach.

Figure 8. Density by year of dogs encountered during beach-wide surveys at main 
Snowy Plover roosts in Los Angeles (black bars, off leash; dark gray bars, on leash) 
and Orange (light gray bars, off leash; white bars, on leash) counties, 2014–2021. 
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Use of Protective Enclosures
Protective enclosures constructed of wooden slats and/or post-and-rope 

fencing have been erected at Malibu Lagoon, Santa Monica Beach, Dock-
weiler State Beach near tower 47, Bolsa Chica State Beach, Huntington State 
Beach, Balboa Beach, and San Onofre State Beach. Some are permanent; 
others are installed seasonally. These are also beaches where plovers have re-
sumed nesting. At Malibu Lagoon State Beach, seasonal enclosures have been 
installed by volunteers and state park personnel since 2008. A post-and-rope 
enclosure protects the west-central portion of the sand spit’s upper beach. It 
varies in size, depending on the configuration of the lagoon, but it is typically 
90–120 m long; its width varies up to 50 m. The post-and-rope fence is set on 
the sand spit, with the lagoon forming a water barrier. It is removed during 
winter because of high tides and beach erosion. In years when the plovers nest 
plastic fencing has been installed to prevent dogs from entering the enclosure. 

The city of Santa Monica has enclosed the roost site in a wood-slat fence 
each year since 2005. It measured 30 × 183 m from 2005 to 2007 and 30 × 91 
m in 2008 and 2017 (Ryan et al. 2010). Before 2007, most plovers were seen 
within this enclosure, with some immediately north and south of it. In 2008, 
the city of Santa Monica installed a sub-enclosure of 15 × 46 m to protect 
potential nest scrapes from off-leash dogs and pedestrians, but the plovers 
abandoned this smaller enclosure. The original location of the enclosure 
was approximately 100–200 m south of the walkway of the current Annen-
berg Community Beach House (2005–2009). From 2010 to 2015, the city of 
Santa Monica moved it 120–150 m south and in 2015 an additional 75 m 
south into its current location. It is now 408 m south of the walkway. Since 
2015, plovers have often roosted outside the enclosure, north of the current 
enclosure in the area where the enclosure had been from 2005 to 2009. In 
December 2017, the Bay Foundation began restoring dunes (Johnston et al. 
2017) within an enclosure measuring 60 × 180 m 515 m north of the exist-
ing enclosure. This has occasionally supported roosting plovers and was the 
location of a nest in 2017.

At Dockweiler State Beach near tower 47, in August 2008 an area was 
marked off with cones. On 14 August 2010 these were replaced with a wood-
slat fence, which was repaired in 2020. Accumulated trash was cleared by 
hand, and native plants and dunes were established. At the request of the Los 
Angeles County Department of Beaches and Harbors plants were removed 
in 2016 but have since recolonized the site. The Bay Foundation initiated 
active restoration of the dunes here in 2022, expanding the protected areas. 
Nevertheless, vehicle tracks were regularly observed in front of the enclosure 
despite signage alerting pedestrians and drivers to the plovers. In addition, 
dogs and dog tracks were observed at this site. Since 2020, wood slats from 
the fence have been frequently used as firewood for illegal beach fires near 
the fence, and trash and food waste have also been left.

In Orange County, at Bolsa Chica State Beach, an ~0.8-hectare area en-
closing a coastal strand/dune restoration site at the southern roost near park 
headquarters has been protected since 2011. Degraded wood-slat fencing was 
removed in 2019, and temporary fencing was installed in 2020 in response to 
the flush of plover nesting, with permanent post-and-rope fencing and sig-
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nage installed in March 2021. From May to August 2021, that beach section, 
including the enclosure, was closed to vehicular traffic because of the plo-
vers’ nesting. New public outreach was also initiated. At the southern end of 
Huntington State Beach, an ~1.2-hectare area around the roost was protected 
by a post-and-rope fence and signage on 15 March 2021. At Balboa Beach, a 
heavily degraded fenced area on the upper beach surrounds a 1.24-hectare 
dune-restoration area where a pair of plovers nested in 2008, 2009, and 2013. 
At San Onofre State Beach, the park and San Clemente High School built a 
0.3-hectare post-and-rope enclosure around the vegetated dunes in 2019. The 
plovers were typically on the sandy beach and have not been detected roosting 
in the enclosed area. However, a pair nested in the enclosure in 2022, and 
the enclosure was expanded in 2022 to incorporate more of the roost area. 

Nesting Activity
The Snowy Plover began reoccupying historic nesting locations on three 

beaches in Los Angeles County and Huntington State Beach in Orange 
County in 2017 (Ryan et al. 2019). Then nesting increased annually in Orange 
County, with colonization at the Anaheim Bay mouth in 2019 and at Bolsa 
Chica State Beach in 2020 (Table 2, Figure 9). In Orange County, the number 
of nests increased to 29 in 2020 and 28 in 2021 (Table 2, Figure 9). In Los 
Angeles County, in contrast, no nests were detected in 2019 or 2021, only 
one at Dockweiler in 2020 (Table 2, Figure 9). The rate of hatching was 61% 
in Los Angeles County and 59% in Orange County. The breeding efficiency 
was 0.27 and 0.18 in the two counties, respectively.

In Los Angeles County, nests were initially established only within pro-
tected areas. In Orange County, however, nests were found on sections of 
public beaches at Huntington State Beach from 2017 to 2021 and at Bolsa 
Chica State Beach in 2020. Upon discovery, the parks’ staff protected nests 
by establishing a buffer with cones, post-and-rope fencing with signage, and 
mini-enclosures placed over nests. The radius of most buffers at these two 
sites was 30–35 m. Nest buffers at Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach have 
ranged from 30 to 150 m in radius, with most in 2020 measuring 75 m and 
those in 2021 measuring 150 m. Biologists installed mini-enclosures around 
nests at Seal Beach in 2019 but not in 2020 or 2021. Within the Least Tern 
Natural Preserve at Huntington State Beach they installed only one because 
the preserve’s established chain-link fence protects nests from most distur-
bance. From late March to July 2020, most beaches were partially or fully 
closed to the public because of restrictions for the covid-19 pandemic. In 
2021, year-round protected areas were established at Huntington State Beach 
and Bolsa Chica State Beach with post-and-rope fencing and signage. Plovers 
used these areas and adjacent, less protected public beaches.

Rates of fledging are difficult to estimate because the chicks are cryptic and 
move far from the nest. However, we estimate that a minimum of 40 chicks 
fledged from the 80 nests and 206 eggs documented, or 0.50/nest (Table 1). 
This is lower than the goal of 1.0 chicks per breeding male the USFWS (2007) 
set for Recovery Unit 6 but similar to the rate in area other areas where the 
plover nests in southern California. 

Mini-enclosures were associated with increased hatching rates (Figure 
10). Among the 80 nests we monitored, we protected 58 with such enclosures 
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and left 22 not so protected. Most unprotected nests were at Naval Weapons 
Station Seal Beach or the Least Tern Natural Preserve at Huntington State 
Beach. Of those protected by mini-enclosures, 40 nests hatched, and 18 
failed (Figure 10). The hatching rate at enclosure-protected nests was 66%, 
whereas at unprotected nests it was 38% (Table 2). Confirmed predators at the 
failed unprotected nests were the American Crow, Common Raven (Corvus 
corax), Western Gull (Larus occidentalis), and California Ground Squirrel 
(Otospermophilus beecheyi). Mini-enclosures would have likely deterred 
these predators, except the squirrels that reached into the mini-enclosures 
and grabbed eggs. Five mini-enclosures were targets of vandalism on public 
beaches at Malibu Lagoon, Santa Monica, and Huntington State Beach. Two 
nests with mini-enclosures were abandoned for unknown reasons unrelated 
to the enclosures’ being placed because the adults returned and incubated 
under them. Seasonal high tides flooded three nests at Malibu Lagoon, and 

Table 2 Summary of Nesting of the Snowy Plover in Los Angeles and Or-
ange Counties, 2017–2021
Year, county, and location Nests Eggs Chicks Fledglings

2017
Los Angeles

Malibu Lagoon State Beach 2 4 3 1
Santa Monica 1 3 0 0
Dockweiler State Beach 2 6 6 1

Orange
Huntington State Beach 1 1a 1a 1a

2018
Los Angeles

Malibu Lagoon State Beach 5 14 5 4
Dockweiler State Beach 1 3 3 2

Orange
Huntington State Beach 2 6 6 4

2019
Orange

Anaheim Bay–Seal Beach 3 8 8 4
Huntington State Beach 5 11 7 2

2020
Los Angeles

Dockweiler State Beach 1 3 3 1
Orange

Anaheim Bay - NWS Seal Beach 13 30 9 1
Sunset Beach 1 3 1 1
Bolsa Chica State Beach 7 21 15 5
Huntington State Beach 8 22 14 3

2021
Orange

Anaheim Bay–Seal Beach 9 18 5 3
Bolsa Chica State Beach 6 18 14 2
Huntington State Beach 13 35 22 5

Total 80 206 122 40
aNest was abandoned, egg was brought to Wetlands and Wildlife Care Center, chick was reared 
in captivity and released.
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high winds buried two nests in the sand at Malibu Lagoon and Santa Monica. 
No adults were known to be lost or observed depredated after mini-enclosures 
were installed over their nests.

Since the recolonization in 2017, nesting has continued to increase in 
Orange but not Los Angeles County (Figure 9). We suggest that this may be 
due to differences in management that amplify disturbance at Los Angeles 
County beaches. The sites where the increases in nesting and productivity 

Figure 9. Numbers of Snowy Plover nests in Los Angeles (dark gray bars) and Orange 
(light gray bars) counties by year, 2017–2021.

Figure 10. Number of Snowy Plover nests at which eggs hatched by whether the nest 
was protected by a mini-enclosure, Los Angeles and Orange counties, 2017–2021.
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have been greatest, the mouth of Anaheim Bay, Bolsa Chica State Beach, and 
Huntington State Beach, have three elements of management in common: 
(1) kelp wrack and driftwood are not groomed but remain on the beach to 
be occupied by arthropods, (2) dog walking and letting dogs run off leash 
are restricted and the restrictions are enforced on these beaches, and (3) 
while regularly patrolled, both Bolsa Chica and Huntington state beaches are 
broad, and vehicles attempt to avoid known plover roosts. On Los Angeles 
County beaches, dogs are present both on and off leash despite regulations 
prohibiting them, and enforcement of dog regulations appears to be limited. 
Volunteers’ counts of off-leash dogs have increased (Figure 8). Except at 
Malibu Lagoon and in enclosed areas at Santa Monica and Dockweiler State 
Beach, beaches are groomed daily. Los Angeles County’s beaches are regu-
larly driven by lifeguards, law enforcement, and maintenance vehicles, with 
vehicle tracks regularly observed in front of areas established to protect the 
plovers. Volunteers’ reports on beach-wide surveys show that vehicle use is 
generally heavier in Los Angeles County. At Santa Monica Beach, youth surf 
camps take place adjacent to the enclosures between May and August annu-
ally. Adherence to USFWS (2016) recommendations would likely promote 
Snowy Plover nesting in Los Angeles County.

CONCLUSIONS 
Los Angeles and Orange counties host approximately 11% of the Snowy 

Plovers spending their nonbreeding season along the Pacific coast of the 
U.S. (USFWS unpubl. data). In both our study area and elsewhere along the 
Pacific coast counts at nonbreeding roosts vary cyclically, but the trend in Los 
Angeles County is a decline (Figures 3, 4). The causes of this pattern require 
further investigation. In our study area, the largest roosts, at Zuma Beach and 
Balboa Beach, have had the largest declines (Figures 5, 6). Roosting areas at 
both sites are regularly driven through by lifeguards and beach-maintenance 
vehicles and run through by off-leash dogs. Zuma Beach has no protective 
enclosure. Balboa’s nominally protected area is farther up the beach than 
plovers typically roost, the enclosure has deteriorated, and a walkway has 
been constructed through it. 

Migratory Snowy Plovers begin returning to southern California in July, 
and numbers stabilize by September (Table 1, Figure 2). Roosts begin to dis-
perse in March, and most plovers depart their roosts for breeding sites else-
where by May (Table 1, Figure 2). Because migrants return in July, protective 
measures should be considered even during the busy summer tourist season 
when recreational use, beach driving, and beach grooming are at their peak. 
The plovers continue to use their traditional roosting areas in both counties, 
with 95–98% of them roosting at these main sites. In addition, new roosts 
have appeared at Venice Beach and near Dockweiler lifeguard tower 50 but 
have become occasional at Dockweiler lifeguard tower 58. 

This study identified numerous challenges the plovers face at their roost 
sites. Frequent beach driving, beach grooming, dogs, surf camps, and other 
large-scale events near roosts are sources of disturbance and direct mortality. 
Disturbance contributes to increased use of energy, susceptibility to preda-
tion, and roost displacement. Daily flushing of plovers by beach drivers and 
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removal of foraging resources continues. Of particular concern as causing 
direct mortality are off-leash dogs and motorized vehicles, especially those 
exceeding 16 km/hr. During the study, we documented three confirmed and 
two probable vehicle strikes, all of which killed the plover. We also observed 
a dog’s capture of a plover that required the bird’s rehabilitation. We suggest 
that unless these activities are consistently curtailed near roosts, the number 
of plovers at them is likely to continue to decline.

In Orange County, in contrast, the number of nesting plovers has increased 
within areas managed by the U.S. Navy and California State Parks at Anaheim 
Bay, Bolsa Chica State Beach, and Huntington State Beach. Both agencies 
actively protect nests by establishing buffers and, in some cases, installing 
mini-enclosures at nests. These state parks have modified their manage-
ment to reduce the disturbance of the roosting plovers as recommended by 
the USFWS (2016). At the three Los Angeles beaches where the plover has 
nested, off-leash dogs have increased, and tracks are regularly observed in-
side supposedly protective enclosures. There has been little change in beach 
driving at any beach except Malibu Lagoon State Beach: speeds >16 km/hr 
continue, and driving in front of protective enclosures at Santa Monica and 
Dockweiler State Beach North remains regular. There have been no changes 
in beach-grooming practices. The wood-slat enclosure at Dockweiler State 
Beach North has been vandalized in combination with illegal fires adjacent 
to the enclosure. These recurring disturbances and removal of foraging re-
sources may inhibit continued nesting in Los Angeles County.

The number of nests in our study area increased from 6 in 2017 to 28 in 
2021 (Table 2, Figure 9). Since 2018, however, all nests but one have been in 
Orange County (Table 2). The increased protective measures at northern 
Orange County beaches may be attractive to nesting plovers. The hatching 
rates of 59–61% in our study area are higher than the 34% reported from a 
similarly sized population in Humboldt County, California (Colwell et al. 
2018), but lower than hatching rates found at Marine Corps Base Camp Pend-
leton (74%) and Naval Base Coronado (85%), where nests are also protected 
by mini-enclosures and predators are controlled (San Diego Zoo unpubl. 
data). The breeding efficiencies of 0.27 in Los Angeles County and 0.18 in 
Orange County are similar to the average of 0.19 reported from 126 nests in 
Humboldt County by Colwell et al. (2018), who found that an efficiency ≥0.20 
was positively correlated with a per capita fledging success ≥1.0, among the 
criteria for success in the recovery plan (USFWS 2007). Colwell et al. (2017, 
2018) found the breeding efficiency at 126 Snowy Plover nests in Humboldt 
County to average 0.19 (±0.25). 

Because of so low a hatching rate, Colwell et al. (2018) considered Hum-
boldt County a population sink. Orange County is also a population sink 
under this criterion. We suggest that increased protection of chicks until 
fledging could improve this.

Hatching rates at nests protected by mini-enclosures are higher than at 
those not so protected. Nest failures were due mostly to predation, much of 
which could have been prevented with mini-enclosures. This suggests that 
the enclosures should be placed on as many nests as possible to increase 
reproductive output. On southern California’s beaches, predators are numer-
ous, with corvids attracted to human food and trash, dogs common during 
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the day, and coyotes and other mesopredators present at night. During our 
study, no adult plovers whose nest was equipped with a mini-enclosure were 
depredated. Our data support mini-enclosures’ and protective buffers’ con-
tinued use and expansion.

Human disturbance and interference with plover nests and chicks are 
problems at public beaches, especially popular beaches. Plover nests can go 
undetected by monitors for several days and accidentally be found by beach-
goers. Once chicks hatch, they can move into more crowded beach areas. 
From 2019 to 2021, beachgoers collected two eggs and six chicks. Unfortu-
nately, two of the chicks were likely already distressed and died in captivity.

Additionally, five mini-enclosures have been vandalized, with seven eggs 
destroyed. The year 2020 was particularly problematic, with three enclosures 
vandalized and four chicks picked up. As a result, we altered our public out-
reach and increased our efforts at Bolsa Chica and Huntington state beaches. 
In 2021, no mini-enclosures were vandalized; two chicks were picked up, and 
both were immediately returned to their broods. Public outreach and educa-
tion are essential to plover conservation on public beaches.

The conservation of the Snowy Plover on popular public beaches in 
southern California is exceptionally challenging. Nevertheless, we have suc-
cessfully brought nesting plovers back to these beaches and protected them. 
Success has been greater at sites where monitors search for nests and protect 
them with mini-enclosures, establish buffers, and educate the public. How-
ever, it has been greatest at sites where (1) beach wrack is allowed to remain, 
(2) regulations against dogs are enforced, reducing their numbers, (3) beach 
drivers are educated about the value of reducing speed and avoiding plovers, 
and (4) plover roosts and nesting areas are marked for avoidance. 

The recommendations made by the USFWS (2016) were issued before 
nesting plovers recolonized Los Angeles and Orange counties in 2017. These 
recommendations should be followed and expanded to take nesting into ac-
count, with special protection zones established in known roosting and nesting 
areas. Within these zones, we recommend that beach grooming/raking be 
stopped to reduce flushing and removal of kelp wrack. Beach driving, heavy 
equipment, and all-terrain vehicle use should be reduced to the minimum 
necessary. Existing dog regulations should be enforced through outreach and 
citations. Large-scale recreational activities, events, and summer camps should 
be moved to other areas of the beach away from the zones. During the nesting 
season, all essential activities in special protection zones should account for 
the possibility of nesting, and nest surveys should precede any work. Outreach 
and educational programs should be expanded and evaluated to better align 
beachgoers’ behaviors with plover conservation. The effects of beach erosion 
and trophic changes due to climate change should also be studied. We believe 
that these measures should further the recovery of the Snowy Plover. 
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EURASIAN WIGEON BREED IN  
THE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS, ALASKA
JACK J. WITHROW, University of Alaska Museum, 907 Yukon Drive, Fairbanks, 
Alaska 99775; jjwithrow@alaska.edu

“Every so often an ornithologist ticks off the evidence about the European 
Widgeon and reiterates a theory from the 19th century—that some birds of 
this species nest in the New World.… But where?” (Wetmore 1965:168).

ABSTRACT: In June 2022, while collecting in the Aleutian Islands, Alaska, for 
the University of Alaska Museum, I observed at least three broods of Eurasian Wi-
geon (Mareca penelope) on Amchitka Island (51.39° N, 179.26° E) and two broods 
on Adak Island (51.92° N, 176.64° W). So far as I have been able to determine the 
specimens collected from them represent the first actual documentation of nesting 
by the species in North America.

OBSERVATIONS
On 7 June 2022 on Amchitka Island, Alaska, I collected two female Eur-

asian Wigeon (UAM 47580, 47581; Figure 1), accompanied by two males, 
from a small pond separated from Jones Lake (at the head of Constantine 
Harbor) by a World War II-era road (Figure 2; see White et al. 1977 for place 
names). While retrieving the adults, I flushed five wigeon ducklings from 
emergent mare’s tail (Hippuris) along the shore and collected two of them 
(UAM 47582, 47583; Figure 1). Broods of Green-winged Teal (Anas crecca 
crecca) and probably Mallard (A. platyrhynchos) were also present on the 
small pond. At this time at least six adult male Eurasian Wigeon (probably 
including the aforementioned two) were spread out over Jones Lake, feeding 
in association with Greater Scaup (Aythya marila).

On the 8th I collected two pairs (UAM 47584, 47585 and 47586, 47587) 
from small ponds at the east ends of Baker and Fox runways, Amchitka, re-
spectively. One female (UAM 47586) appeared to be in the process of laying—
with developing ova measuring 24, 17, and 13 mm in diameter and multiple 
smaller (~6 mm) ova; the oviduct was enlarged, and the bird was in heavy 
belly molt. The other female (UAM 47584) had an edematous incubation 
patch, an ovary without developing follicles, and a small oviduct, presumably 
having laid eggs earlier in the season. Also on the 8th, on a pond different 
from that occupied by UAM 47584 and 47585, but also near Fox Runway, a 
female (UAM 47588) with an incubation patch and an ovary well past laying 
was accompanied by at least two downy young, one of which was collected 
(UAM 47589; Figure 1). This small pond also contained two males. On the 9th 
I collected another male/female pair (UAM 47590, 47591) from yet a different 
pond near Fox Runway. This female had an edematous incubation patch and 
its ovary suggested that it was past laying (no developing ova). Elsewhere on 
the same pond was another female wigeon and at least two wigeon ducklings 
(not collected), making for at least the third brood observed.

Over the course of five days on Amchitka (5–10 June) I saw up to 10 
Eurasian Wigeon daily, usually a group of at least six males on Jones Lake, 
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plus scattered pairs or lone females elsewhere within 5 km of Constantine 
Harbor. No American Wigeon (M. americana) were observed on Amchitka, 
but I made no attempt to parse females in the field. The number of Eurasian 
Wigeon observed during this visit is not directly comparable to numbers 
recorded on previous surveys of eastern Amchitka (see below)—in 2022 I 
covered a smaller area on foot, without the aid of a vehicle.

On Adak Island I collected one of two female Eurasian Wigeon (UAM 
47592) on 12 June from a small pond along the southwest shore of Lake 
Andrew. I observed one downy wigeon duckling briefly in shoreline Hip-
puris and sedges while retrieving the adult. At this time there were seven male 
Eurasian Wigeon on Haven Lake (1.3 km away), one with a female wigeon, 

Figure 1. Two adult female Eurasian Wigeon (Mareca penelope) collected 7 June 
2022 on Amchitka Island, Alaska, with two of five downy young seen on the same 
small pond (Figure 2) and presumably offspring of these female(s). The bottom most 
downy wigeon was from a different brood collected 1.25 km away the next day. All 
three downies were nearly identical and are arranged to show lateral, ventral, and 
dorsal aspects. Specimens are, from top to bottom, UAM 47580-47583 and 47589.

Photo by J. J. Withrow
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and one male American Wigeon. On 14 June a defensive female wigeon and 
a brood of four wigeon ducklings were seen on a pond 0.7 km to the north 
of the pond UAM 47592 came from. On the 13th I collected the female of a 
pair (UAM 47593) near Zeto Point. The pair had been present on this pond 
since the 11th and the female had walked out of the lake into surrounding 
grasses before it was collected—as if going to or prospecting for a nest—but 
no nest could be found. The condition of the ovary—ova up to ~4 diameter 
mm but none deep orange and no obvious corpora lutea—suggested that the 
bird had not yet laid, but it was in heavy belly molt. This individual was the 
only obvious second-year bird (notched rectrix tips; see Pyle 2008) of the 11 
adults collected in June 2022. 

Over the course of four days on Adak (11–14 June) I saw up to 15 Eurasian 
Wigeon daily, usually at least six males on Haven Lake, sometimes a smaller 
group of males on the Clam Lagoon mudflats, with scattered pairs or single 
individuals elsewhere along the Adak road system (an area much larger than 
that covered on Amchitka). On 14 June, I observed two male American Wi-
geon with one male Eurasian at Shagak Bay.

Although the downy young of the American and Eurasian Wigeons are ap-
parently “morphologically indistinguishable” (Nelson 1993:76 and citations 

Figure 2. Pond near Jones Lake, Amchitka Island, Alaska, where a Eurasian Wigeon 
(Mareca penelope) brood (or broods, see text) was found on 7 June 2022. All of the 
five or so Eurasian Wigeon broods (see text) observed in June 2022 at Amchitka and 
Adak islands were found in ponds with extensive borders of mare’s tail (Hippuris) and 
sedges (Carex)—in which respect they differ from the many ponds in the Aleutians 
with minimal emergent vegetation.

Photo by J. J. Withrow
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therein), I assumed the downy wigeons collected on Amchitka and observed 
on Adak to be associated with nearby female Eurasian Wigeon. All three were 
of the brown-faced morph (see Nelson 1993). The adult males collected and 
observed well appeared as typical Eurasian or American Wigeon without 
any obvious signs of hybridization (see Watson 1970, Hubbard 1971, Votier 
et al. 2003, Reeber 2015).  

This information suggests that in 2022 the Eurasian Wigeon might have 
been considered an “uncommon” nesting duck in the central Aleutians. 
From the numbers I observed it was more numerous than all other species 
of nesting ducks but the Greater Scaup, Green-winged Teal, and Common 
Eider (Somateria mollissima), about as common as the Mallard, and much 
more so than the Northern Pintail (Anas acuta).

HISTORY AND CONTEXT
The status of the Eurasian Wigeon as a breeding bird in North America has 

been a subject of speculation for at least 140 years (Baird et al. 1884, Phillips 
1923, Hasbrouck 1944, Wetmore 1965, Edgell 1984, Fournier and Hines 1996, 
etc.). Waterfowl monographs have consistently mentioned the possibility of 
nesting, but also that there was no certain evidence (e.g., Kortright 1943, 
Johnsgard 1975, Bellrose 1976, Palmer 1976, Baldassarre 2014, Reeber 2015). 

This speculation has included Alaska as a potential location for breeding 
since the earliest days of ornithological work in the state. Robert Ridgway 
informed Freke (1882) that the species bred in the Aleutian Islands, but Freke 
did not elaborate on what had changed since his earlier correspondence, in 
which Ridgway had described it simply as “a rather common species in the 
Aleutians” (Freke 1881:374). At that point Ridgway had yet to visit Alaska 
and was himself relying on information supplied by other naturalists (e.g., L. 
M. Turner, E. W. Nelson) working on behalf of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Summarizing work on Alaska birds from 1877 to 1881, Nelson (1887:68) 
stated that he was “inclined to believe that it breeds in the Aleutian chain,” 
going further than he had in his 1883 summary (Nelson 1883). He apparently 
based this later assumption on nothing more than the absence of mainland 
records to the north of the Aleutians. Thus, in his estimation, the birds seen 
in the Aleutians must be stopping there to nest. Baird et al. (1884) and the 
first two editions of the AOU Check-list (1886, 1895) stated unequivocally, 
but without elaboration, that the species bred in the Aleutians. It seems likely 
that Ridgway, Baird, and the AOU were all simply relaying versions of Nelson’s 
information. This treatment was short-lived. Cooke (1906:28) stated that the 
Eurasian Wigeon “was not known to breed anywhere in the Western Hemi-
sphere” (presumably to include the entire Aleutian Island chain), and by the 
third AOU Check-list (1910) reference to breeding had been dropped. Neither 
Phillips (1923) nor Hasbrouck (1944) was able to trace any actual evidence 
that it had ever bred in the Aleutians, Gabrielson and Lincoln (1959:169) 
described its status in the Aleutians as “somewhat uncertain,” and Gibson 
and Byrd (2007:25) wrote that “no behavior suggested nesting.” Similarly, the 
Eurasian Wigeon is not known to nest on the Commander Islands (Stejneger 
1885, Johansen 1961, Palmer 1976, Gibson and Byrd 2007; cf. AOU 1957). 

Sporadic mentions of nesting in Greenland (AOU 1931, Peters and Bur-
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leigh 1951, Palmer 1976) were never reflected in treatises on Greenland birds 
(Reinhardt 1861, Winge 1898, Salomonsen 1951, Boertmann 1994) or on 
those of the western Palearctic (Vaurie 1965, Cramp 1977), and to date there 
is no evidence that the Eurasian Wigeon has nested there (D. Boertmann in 
litt. 2022). Speculation that it might nest in northern Canada can be traced 
back to a 19th century error in which Baird et al. (1884:519) stated that John 
Richardson “was confident that this species occurs in the wooded districts 
of the Fur Country, and that it breeds northward to lat. 68°N”—a statement 
repeated by Phillips (1923) and Fournier and Hines (1996). This assertion was 
perhaps a case of confusion with Mareca americana, however, as evidenced 
by the remarkably similar passage in Swainson and Richardson (1831:436): 
“Mareca Americana, breed in the woody districts up to their most northern 
limits, in latitude 68°.” Swainson and Richardson (ibid.) did not mention 
Mareca penelope; indeed, their Fauna Boreali-Americana was published 
more than a decade before the first records of that species in North America 
(Hasbrouck 1944, Watson 1970), and Richardson’s last trip to North America 
ended in 1849. 

The Eurasian Wigeon is now known in the western and central Aleutians 
in every month of the year. Numbers there are largest during fall and spring 
migration when flocks of up to a dozen have been the norm, with occasional 
high counts to 30–50, exceptionally 100+ (Kessel and Gibson 1978, Gibson 
and Byrd 2007); numbers vary from year to year (ibid.; see also Stejneger 
1885). After the first week in June records are far less numerous (Gibson and 
Byrd 2007). The level of previous ornithological work in the Aleutian Islands 
makes it unlikely that nesting Eurasian Wigeon would have been missed in 
the past had they done so with regularity or in significant numbers (i.e., in 
the numbers in which they were present in 2022). However, it is also a near 
certainty that they have nested there before. White et al. (1977) reported 
courtship behavior and copulation at Amchitka, and the female of a pair 
collected on 18 May 1973 (UAM 2560, 2561) had developing ovarian follicles 
(up to 7 mm in diameter) and a “well-developed” incubation patch. In 1973 
there were “unusually” large numbers on Amchitka, with as many as 16 pairs 
observed on the eastern portion of the island (C. M. White in litt. 2022), an 
area with only four pairs in 1972 (Gibson and Byrd 2007). Breeding by the 
Eurasian Wigeon in the Aleutians may have been sporadic, involving small 
numbers in years when enough birds were present to stimulate nesting. This 
phenomenon presumably managed to go unproven in the past because of the 
discreet behavior of nesting and brooding birds, because many observers had 
completed seasonably brief field work by the time young would have become 
visible on water bodies, because of the relative scarcity of appropriate wetland 
nesting habitat in much of the Aleutians (see Figure 2), and because the fo-
cus of much ornithological work in the Aleutians has been on seabirds (e.g., 
Alcidae, Laridae) or on single species (e.g., Rock Ptarmigan Lagopus muta; 
Lapland Longspur Calcarius lapponicus). Outlining the extent and frequency 
of nesting by the Eurasian Wigeon will require continued observations.

It is, however, a phenomenon with parallels in the Aleutians. Other Asian 
species that have nested once or occasionally in the Aleutians include the 
Whooper Swan (Cygnus cygnus; Sykes and Sonneborn 1998), Common 
Snipe (Gallinago gallinago; Gibson and Byrd 2007), Common Sandpiper 
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(Actitis hypoleucos; ibid.), Wood Sandpiper (Tringa glareola; White et al. 
1974, Gibson and Byrd 2007), White-tailed Eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla; To-
bish and Balch 1987), White Wagtail (Motacilla alba lugens; Wagner 1991, 
Gibson and Byrd 2007), and Brambling (Fringilla montifringilla; Sykes and 
Sonneborn 1998). The Garganey (Spatula querquedula), Lesser Sand-Plover 
(Charadrius mongolus), Eurasian Skylark (Alauda arvensis), and Olive-
backed Pipit (Anthus hodgsoni) may have done so as well (see Gibson and 
Byrd 2007), and the Hoary Redpoll (Acanthis hornemanni) reaches and nests 
in the western Aleutians from the Old World (it is virtually unknown in the 
eastern Aleutians; ibid.). The Lapland Longspur subspecies from the Com-
mander Islands (Calcarius lapponicus coloratus) has nested at Attu Island 
(Gibson 1986), and the Old World Green-winged Teal (Anas crecca crecca) is 
a widespread breeder in the Aleutians (Gibson and Withrow 2015). Many of 
these instances of extralimital or peripheral nesting happen after larger than 
normal numbers of spring migrants reach the islands, often appearing to be 
driven by weather such as storms.

The number of American Wigeon breeding in Alaska increased tenfold 
from the mid-1950s to the early 2010s, in an apparent northward shift away 
from the historically high densities in the prairie pothole region (Mini et al. 
2020). That species might now nest at least occasionally in the Russian Far 
East, in Chukotka (e.g., Brazil 2009 and see below). Extralimital records of the 
American Wigeon appear to have increased as well in Japan (Brazil 1991)—
where it was formerly a “casual winter straggler” (OSJ 1974:51), then widely 
recorded as an irregular visitor (OSJ 2000, 2012), and by 2012 on Hokkaido 
simply a “passage visitor” (OSJ 2012:19–20). I did not find detailed informa-
tion on the Eurasian Wigeon’s population size or distribution trends in east 
Asia, but, broadly speaking, numbers there appear to have been smaller in the 
first two decades of the 21st century than the last decade of the 20th (Wetlands 
International 2022). The increase in western North American records of the 
Eurasian Wigeon since the 1960s (e.g., Edgell 1984, Campbell et al. 1990, Wahl 
et al. 2005) thus may be a reflection more of opportunities for Eurasian Wi-
geon to associate and migrate with increased numbers of American Wigeon 
in Alaska and the Bering Strait region than of any particular change in the 
status and distribution of the Eurasian on the northwest periphery of North 
America.  

There is no evidence to support the idea that Eurasian Wigeon migrating 
through (or nesting in) the western and central Aleutians (where far more 
numerous than in the eastern Aleutians) are en route to and from North 
America (Gibson and Byrd 2007; cf. Edgell 1984). They are simply reaching 
the eastern edge of normal (if peripheral) north/south movements within the 
East Asian Flyway (see Gibson and Byrd 2007) and are unlikely to fully explain 
the numbers encountered on the west coast of North America (American Wi-
geon are extremely scarce in the western and central Aleutian Islands; ibid.). 
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s estimates of Eurasian Wigeon harvested 
in the Pacific Flyway (e.g., Johnsgard 2010, Olson 2021) are almost certainly 
too high (see Padding and Andrew 2012), but they evidence a prevalence 
high enough to consistently show up in patterns of harvest. It is doubtful 
that rare and/or sporadic nesting in the Aleutians, probably mostly still in the 
eastern hemisphere (west of Amchitka Pass at 180°), produces the numbers 
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of Eurasian Wigeon observed on the west coast of North America annually. 
A more likely scenario is that birds on the west coast include a significant 
proportion of direct migrants from Asia (Grinnell et al. 1918, Palmer 1976). 
Some of them clearly do not return to their presumptive place of origin in 
summer, as evidenced by the considerable number of June and July records, 
not only in Alaska away from the Aleutian Islands/Bering Sea, but elsewhere 
in North America (e.g., https://eBird.org; see Ashe 2021). Nearly all of these 
birds are males.  

This male bias may arise through identification issues (females are much 
harder to identify) and/or female-biased philopatry (see Anderson et al. 
1992). This “failure to return” on the part of (at least) males is likely part of 
the explanation for the relatively high number of hybrid wigeon observed 
in North America (e.g., Reeber 2015). Most of these hybrids appear to have 
Mareca penelope as the male parent (Rohwer et al. 2022). Hybridization 
between these two wigeons has been in evidence since some of the very first 
North American specimens were taken on the east coast of the continent 
(Watson 1970), long before the increase on the west coast (Edgell 1984). 
Similarly, genetic data point to a long history of gene exchange between these 
two taxa (Peters et al. 2014, McLaughlin et al. 2020), with estimated gene-flow 
rates of ~30 individuals going in one direction or the other per generation 
(ibid.). This number is smaller than the number of observed hybrids in North 
America because it represents a long-term evolutionary average of effective 
genetic migrants (that is, unreflective of evolutionary dead ends, among other 
factors related to its estimation in genetic models; see Luikart et al. 2010). 
Some of this hybridization may occur in the Russian Far East’s Anadyr River 
valley (Kulikova and Zhuravlev 2010 and citations therein), and hybrids ap-
pear to be regular in coastal east Asia as well (photographs at https://eBird.
org). The species could be hybridizing (at low frequency) nearly anywhere 
in North America and/or northeast Asia (e.g., see Fournier and Hines 1996). 
Isolating barriers between the two species, to the extent that they exist at all, 
appear very weak (Peters et al. 2014, McLaughlin et al. 2020, Rohwer et al. 
2022), and some authors would consider them subspecies (Winker 2021). 
The American Wigeon has not been documented nesting in the Aleutians 
(Gibson and Byrd 2007), although peripheral nesting there is possible with the 
concomitant potential for hybridization or intergradation with the Eurasian.
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BREEDING OF THE GUADALUPE MURRELET IN 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
DARRELL L. WHITWORTH, MICHAEL W. PARKER, JAMES A. HOWARD, 
California Institute of Environmental Studies, P.O. Box 1185, Davis, California 
95617; darrellwhitworth@ciesresearch.org
DAVID M. MAZURKIEWICZ, Channel Islands National Park, 1901 Spinnaker 
Drive, Ventura, California 93001
HARRY R. CARTER, Carter Biological Consulting, 1015 Hampshire Road, 
Victoria, British Columbia V8S 4S8, Canada

ABSTRACT: After having been observed regularly at Seal Cove, San Clemente 
Island, California, since 1994, the Guadalupe Murrelet (Synthliboramphus hypoleu-
cus) was confirmed nesting successfully in an artificial nest on a rocky ledge above 
the cove in 2022. The incubating adults’ identity and the two chicks’ departure 
from the nest were confirmed by a trail camera. Another Guadalupe Murrelet nest 
at Santa Barbara Island in 2021 was only the second confirmed there. Though the 
populations of the Guadalupe Murrelet at San Clemente and Santa Barbara islands 
are apparently small, they are important in representing the only confirmed sites of 
the species’ nesting away from Guadalupe and the San Benito islands.

The Guadalupe Murrelet (Synthliboramphus hypoleucus) is the rarest alcid 
in the world, with a global population of <5000 pairs concentrated at two 
island groups off the Pacific coast of central Baja California, Mexico: three 
islets and the main island at Isla Guadalupe (~90% of population) and at 
least two of the three islets at Islas San Benito (<10%) (Keitt 2005, Wolf et al. 
2005, Bedolla-Guzmán et al. 2019, Whitworth et al. 2021, Méndez-Sánchez 
et al. 2022). In California, we confirmed the Guadalupe Murrelet breeding at 
Santa Barbara Island in 2021 and San Clemente Island in 2022. With these, the 
Guadalupe Murrelet has now been documented breeding at just four locations 
(Figure 1), although breeding is suspected also at islas San Martín and San 
Jerónimo, Baja California (Whitworth et al. 2021). The Guadalupe Murrelet 
nest at San Clemente Island was the first ever recorded for this island, while 
that at Santa Barbara Island represented the first breeding recorded there 
since 1977–1978 (Winnett et al. 1979).

The first record of a Guadalupe Murrelet at San Clemente Island was of a 
road-killed carcass (San Diego Natural History Museum 39944) found about 
800 m inland on the island’s upper plateau after “apparently being attracted 
to lights at night and struck by a car” on 29 July 1976 (Carter et al. 2009:27). 
Given the time of year, this record could plausibly be explained as an individual 
from islas Guadalupe or San Benito dispersing northward after the breeding 
season (Nettleship and Kirwan 2015). However, three Guadalupe Murrelets 
captured at night from the small congregation (mean 29 ± 15 murrelets from 
2013 to 2016; Whitworth et al. 2018) at sea in Seal Cove (32.905º N, 118.534º 
W) during the breeding season in early May 1994 and 1996 provided more 
compelling evidence of possible nesting at San Clemente Island (Table 1).

The possibility of the Guadalupe Murrelet’s breeding at San Clemente Island 
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was first proposed by Carter et al. (2009) after six Guadalupe Murrelets were 
captured along with six Scripps’s Murrelets (S. scrippsi) in the congregation at 
Seal Cove on 27 April 2008. Carter et al. (2009:28) wrote that “the presence of 
hypoleucus individuals at San Clemente Island from 1976 to 2008 suggested 
that both murrelet subspecies may currently breed at the island” and later 
added that “the possibility of hypoleucus breeding at San Clemente Island 
is greater than at other islands in southern California, given [their] regular 
use of at-sea congregations.” At the time, the two taxa were still considered 
conspecific (Birt et al. 2012).

The consistent presence of Guadalupe Murrelets (including birds with 

NOTES

Figure 1. Breeding ranges of the Guadalupe (diamonds) and Scripps’s (circles) 
Murrelets at islands off the Pacific coast of southern California and northwestern 
Baja California, Mexico, including recently confirmed Guadalupe Murrelet colonies 
at San Clemente Island (SCI) and Santa Barbara Island (SBI), California. S, suspected 
breeding.
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brood patches) at Seal Cove from March to May from 2012 through 2021 
(Whitworth et al. 2018) reinforced our suspicions of regular breeding at San 
Clemente Island (Table 1; Figure 2). We did not consider the large propor-
tion of Guadalupe Murrelets without brood patches (76%; n = 38; Table 1) 
as indicative of a lack of breeding at San Clemente Island because at all the 
islands studied to date, the proportion of murrelets with brood patches in 
such congregations is <20% (Whitworth unpubl. data). Furthermore, the 
proportions of birds with brood patches in the Guadalupe (24%) and Scripps’s 
murrelets (27%) were very similar (Whitworth unpubl. data). Overall, the 
Guadalupe Murrelet represented 11% of all murrelets captured at San Cle-
mente Island since 1994, with annual proportions ranging from 0% in 2019 
and 2021 to 50% in 2008. Although Guadalupe Murrelets were not captured 
at San Clemente Island in 2019 or 2021, we still heard them occasionally 
calling in the congregation at Seal Cove. The Guadalupe Murrelet’s call is a 
short, rapid trill and quite distinct from the series of high-pitched whistles 
characteristic of Scripps’s Murrelet.

Despite the Guadalupe Murrelet’s consistent presence at San Clemente 
Island during breeding-season surveys from 1994 to 2021, its first nest at 
that island was not found until 2022. This nest was first noted on 2 March 
when an incubating adult murrelet was observed in an artificial nest on the 
north shore of Seal Cove. The murrelet was not immediately identified as a 
Guadalupe because it was sitting in a position that did not provide a view of 
its facial plumage (Figure 3), the most obvious external feature distinguishing 
the Guadalupe and Scripps’s murrelets (Jehl and Bond 1975). The Guadalupe 
Murrelet has a distinct white crescent that extends above the solid white un-
derparts and surrounds most of the eye, whereas Scripps’s has a solid black 
cap that completely surrounds the eye (Figure 1). We did not capture or prod 
murrelets in their nests to determine their species or if they were incubating 
eggs because they are prone to abandon nests when touched (Murray et al. 
1983), although they are quite tolerant of occasional activity around nests 
and being photographed (Whitworth pers. obs.).

NOTES

Table 1 Murrelets Captured at San Clemente Island, California, 1994–2021
Year (nights) Total capturesa No. Guadalupe Murrelets Breeding (%)b

1994 (2) 9 2 0
1996 (1) 6 1 0
2008 (1) 12 6 0
2012 (5) 42 4 1 (25%)
2013 (6) 54 6 1 (17%)
2014 (9) 56 6 1 (17%)
2015(4) 41 2 0
2016 (5) 48 3 0
2019 (7) 38 0 —
2020 (4) 34 8 6 (75%)
2021 (1) 8 0 —
Total (45) 348 38 9 (24%)
aScripps’s and Guadalupe Murrelets combined.
bNumber and percentage of Guadalupe Murrelets with brood patches, presumed breeding.
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We did not visit this nest again until 20 June 2022, by which time the eggs 
had already hatched and the family group had departed the island. Species 
identification was based on video taken by a trail camera focused on the 
nest entrance that we had deployed during the first visit on 2 March. This 
camera detected an adult Guadalupe Murrelet (Figure 4) outside the nest on 
6 March (01:13), 9–10 March (22:10–00:36), 12 March (22:44), 15–16 March 

Figure 2. Guadalupe Murrelets captured from congregations at sea near San Clemente 
Island, California, 21 April 2013 (A) and Santa Barbara Island, California, 16 May 
2009 (B).

Photos by Darrell L. Whitworth

A B

Figure 3. Guadalupe Murrelet incubating in an artificial nest at Seal Cove, San 
Clemente Island, California, 2 March 2022.

Photo by Darrell L. Whitworth
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(23:38–02:35, 18 March (21:35), and 21 March (00:12–03:34). On the night 
of 21 March (19:22), two murrelet chicks (Figure 5) were recorded departing 
the nest, and an adult Guadalupe Murrelet was heard calling incessantly to 
lure the chicks to sea. Species identification of the chicks from this image was 
unclear, but only adult Guadalupe Murrelets were detected outside the nest, 
and the adult calling to the chicks was unquestionably a Guadalupe Murrelet. 
However, it is possible the chicks resulted from a mixed pair (e.g., Winnett 
et al. 1979, Wolf et al. 2005).

On 7 March 2021, we discovered a Guadalupe Murrelet nest in a rock 
crevice at Santa Barbara Island while surveying murrelet habitat in the “West 
Cliffs” area southeast of Webster Point (38.483º N, 119.047º W). We tenta-
tively identified the incubating adult as a Guadalupe Murrelet by its facial 
plumage and verified the species by inserting a camera phone into the crevice 
to get a better image of the face (Figure 6). During later visits, we observed an 
incubating Guadalupe Murrelet in the crevice on 21 March and two hatched 
eggs on 8 April. This represented the first record of successful breeding of the 
Guadalupe Murrelet anywhere other than islas Guadalupe and San Benito 
(Winnett et al. 1979). We suspect a Guadalupe Murrelet occupied this nest 
in 2022 but could not confirm the species because only whole eggs (18 and 
21 March) and shells from depredated eggs (14 April) were observed in the 
site. As at San Clemente Island, Guadalupe Murrelets had been documented 
attending the large congregation (usually hundreds of murrelets) at sea near 
their nesting area on the west side of Santa Barbara Island in some years prior 
to discovery of the nest in 2021. We captured one of a pair of Guadalupe Mur-
relets about 1 km off Webster Point while banding on 16 May 2009 (Figure 

Figure 4. Trail-camera image of an adult Guadalupe Murrelet outside a nest at Seal 
Cove, San Clemente Island, California, 9 March 2022.
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Figure 5. Trail-camera image of two murrelet chicks departing a nest at Seal Cove, 
San Clemente Island, California, 21 March 2022.

Figure 6. Guadalupe Murrelet incubating in a natural crevice at Santa Barbara Island, 
California, 7 March 2021. Inset: Close-up of the facial pattern used to identify species.

Photos by James A. Howard
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2) and heard an unseen Guadalupe Murrelet calling in the same area during 
a nocturnal survey by spotlight on 11 April 2015.

Continued monitoring of the murrelet populations at both San Clemente 
and Santa Barbara islands will be needed to ascertain the Guadalupe Mur-
relet’s status there. Although the species’ populations at both islands are 
undoubtedly small, they also represent half the known breeding locations 
of this species considered endangered by both Mexico’s Secretaría de Medio 
Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (SEMARNAT 2010) and the International 
Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN 2017). Given the challenges we 
have had finding even one Guadalupe Murrelet nest each at San Clemente 
and Santa Barbara islands, it is clear that spotlight surveys (Whitworth and 
Carter 2014) and captures at sea (Whitworth et al. 1997) are the most efficient 
methods of monitoring the small populations at these islands.

Murrelet monitoring at San Clemente Island from 2012 to 2022 was 
funded by the U.S. Navy (Commander Pacific Fleet) with key assistance from 
Melissa Booker and Kim O’Connor. Critical partnering support was provided 
by the Institute for Wildlife Studies with key administrative and logistical 
assistance from David Garcelon, Deke Joralman, Justyn Stahl, Nicole Desnoy-
ers, and Dick Johnson. We thank Captain Charles Moore for providing safe 
transportation to San Clemente Island aboard the oceanographic research 
vessel Alguita, which often served as our comfortable accommodations while 
at the island. Monitoring at Santa Barbara Island was funded by Channel Is-
lands National Park’s Inventory and Monitoring Program and performed by 
field staff of the California Institute of Environmental Studies and National 
Park Service, including Ben Anderson, Melissa Marshall, and Juliann Scha-
mel. This note is dedicated to our dear friend and colleague Harry Carter 
who was instrumental in developing the murrelet-monitoring programs at 
both San Clemente and Santa Barbara islands. Over his many years at San 
Clemente Island, Harry became convinced that we would eventually find 
proof that Guadalupe Murrelets were breeding there, but sadly he passed 
away in 2017 before that proof arrived.
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THE FIRST TROPICAL KINGBIRD  
NEST IN NEW MEXICO
MATTHEW J. BAUMANN, Museum of Southwestern Biology and Department 
of Biology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-0001; 
mbaumann22@gmail.com

ABSTRACT: A nest of the Tropical Kingbird (Tyrannus melancholicus) at Sumner 
Lake State Park, De Baca County, 17 June 2022, was the first found in New Mexico. It 
followed summer sightings elsewhere in southern New Mexico since 2010 and is part 
of a pattern of northward spread of the species’ breeding range in Arizona and Texas.

On 17 June 2022 at about 13:45, I discovered a vocal Tropical Kingbird 
(Tyrannus melancholicus) in the riparian woodland along the Pecos River 
below the dam at Sumner Lake State Park, De Baca County, New Mexico. 
It initially drew my attention by its repeated rising twittery calls diagnostic 
of the species (https://macaulaylibrary.org/asset/460546621). The kingbird 
vocalized for a short time on the east side of the river but quickly returned 
to a distant, isolated cottonwood (Populus sp.) on the west side (34° 36′ N, 
104° 23′ W) in the southwestern portion of the state park campground. After 
observing the bird from the east side of the river for several minutes, I saw 
that it was defending a territory, chasing any Western Kingbird (T. verticalis) 
that came near the cottonwood. Further observation closer to the isolated cot-
tonwood from the west side of the river revealed a second Tropical Kingbird, 
which chased Western Kingbirds away from the tree. Both birds were very 
vocal, giving the same twittery calls, and returned to the cottonwood after 
escorting Western Kingbirds away, suggesting a nest was nearby. 

After about 20 min of searching I found a fully constructed nest near the 
top center of the cottonwood when the female flew directly back to it and 
sat on it after engaging in a chase. The nest was approximately 8 m above 
the ground and was loosely constructed of grasses and twigs (Figure 1). The 
male (Figure 2), identified by its larger bill and tail with deeper notch, often 
perched nearby while the female was sitting on the nest and took part in the 
majority of the territory defense, engaging in longer chases farther from the 
nest, disappearing for several minutes at a time. This behavior continued for 
the remaining hour or so of observation. 

I returned the next day, 18 June, at 11:30 and found the female sitting on 
the nest and the male perched nearby. The pair was much quieter but still 
chased Western Kingbirds that approached too closely throughout the half-
hour observation. Neither of the kingbirds brought food to the nest on either 
day, suggesting that the female was incubating. Birders reported at least one 
kingbird in the area through the next week, but never on the nest, and the 
two birds were last seen together on 29 June (P. Chaon). Only a single bird 
remained in the area after that date, and it was last seen on 9 July, when I 
found the nest unattended. 

The Tropical Kingbird is found in a wide variety of habitats and elevations 
from Mexico to Argentina (Howell and Webb 1995, Stouffer et al. 2020). In 
the United States, it breeds locally in the southern portions of Arizona and 
Texas. The Arizona population retreats south during the winter (Phillips et al. 
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1964, Stouffer et al. 2020), while the Texas population in the lower Rio Grande 
valley appears to be resident (Lockwood and Freeman 2014). The species is an 
annual fall vagrant along the west coast of the United States, regularly found 
as far north as Washington (Mlodinow 2005, https://eBird.org). 

The Tropical Kingbird nest at Sumner Lake is the first one confirmed for 
New Mexico, though the species has occurred recently during the breeding 
season, May–August, in the lower Rio Grande and Pecos valleys (Williams 
2022, Williams and Baumann 2023), suggesting it might have attempted 
nesting previously. The first Tropical Kingbirds documented in the state were 
two birds present for nearly a month in July and August 2010 at a former 
country club in Santa Teresa, Doña Ana County; they were thought to be a 
mated pair, but evidence of breeding was not observed. Additionally, of two 

Figure 1. Female Tropical Kingbird sitting on the nest located below the dam at 
Sumner Lake, De Baca County, New Mexico, on 17 June 2022. 

Photo by Matthew J. Baumann
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Tropical Kingbirds at Rattlesnake Springs, Eddy County, in July 2018, one 
was seen carrying a stick to a possible nesting site, but no nest or fledglings 
were found. More recently, up to three Tropical Kingbirds, including an ap-
parent juvenile, visited a residential area in La Union, Doña Ana County, in 
August 2021, and one was again seen in that area in June and July 2022, but 
direct evidence of local nesting was not confirmed. Sumner Lake lies ~280 
km north of these localities, and this attempted nest represents one of the 
northernmost breeding records anywhere. 

It is possible that the Sumner Lake nest was parasitized by the Bronzed 
Cowbird (Molothrus aeneus), a well-known brood parasite of this species 
in the northern portion of the kingbird’s range (Stouffer et al. 2020). Two 
Bronzed Cowbirds were in the cottonwood grove on the west side of the river, 
near the nest tree, during my visit on 9 July. Alternatively, it is possible that the 
nest failed because unfamiliar environmental conditions disfavored success 
at a location far north of the species’ current range (e.g., Bachir et al. 2008). 

The Tropical Kingbird is a generally rare, local breeder in the Trans-Pecos 
region of Texas (Lockwood and Freeman 2014) but since 2018 has become well 
established at Ascarate Lake in El Paso (Carpenter 2021, https://eBird.org). Up 
to 13 birds have been counted during the breeding season at Ascarate Lake, 
likely the source population for Tropical Kingbirds reaching the Rio Grande 

Figure 2. Agitated male Tropical Kingbird defending the nest tree on 17 June 2022. 
Photo by Matthew J. Baumann
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valley in southern New Mexico. Since discovery of the first nest in Arizona in 
1938, the breeding distribution of the Tropical Kingbird in that state has also 
expanded notably farther north, along the Santa Cruz and San Pedro rivers, 
and also to areas as far north as Topock Marsh, north of Lake Havasu, along 
the Colorado River, and to new areas such as eastern Cochise County (Jen-
ness 2015). In summary, the recent spread of Tropical Kingbird breeding in 
both Arizona and west Texas suggests that the species’ breeding range may be 
expanding northward on a broad front, and its presence during the breeding 
season in New Mexico might continue given the close proximity of these newly 
established populations. Continued monitoring for nesting Tropical Kingbirds 
in southern New Mexico during the warm season, especially along the lower 
Rio Grande and Pecos River valleys, is warranted to define the changing status 
of the species in New Mexico. 

I thank Jessie Williamson and S. O. Williams, as well as Western Birds 
reviewers Lauren Harter, Mark W. Lockwood, and David Vander Pluym, for 
providing helpful reviews of the manuscript.
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ABSTRACT: A specimen of the Least Grebe (Tachybaptus dominicus bangsi) 
from San Francisco de la Sierra, Baja California Sur, Mexico, collected 6 April 2022, 
was 36 km north of the oasis of San Ignacio, where the species breeds and site of the 
previous northernmost records on the peninsula. The bird’s occurrence on a small 
isolated pond yet coming into breeding condition highlight the species’ opportun-
ism, possibly critical to its survival on the arid Baja California peninsula where 
freshwater oases suitable for the Least Grebe are few.

On 6 April 2022, during an inventory of birds and mammals in the Sierra San 
Francisco, a sky island in the municipality of Mulegé, Baja California Sur, Mexico, 
we collected an adult female Least Grebe (Tachybaptus dominicus; Figure 1). It was 
found at a small reservoir (34 × 10 m, >2 m deep) that is part of a series of artificial 
reservoirs built along the rocky Cañón San Francisco, located just southwest of the 
town of San Francisco de la Sierra (27° 35′ N, 113° 01′ W, elev. 1120 m; Figure 2). 

Figure 1. Adult female Tachybaptus dominicus bangsi (UABC 2225) collected 6 April 
2022 at a pond near San Francisco de la Sierra, Sierra San Francisco, Baja California 
Sur, Mexico. 

Photo by Gorgonio Ruiz-Campos
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Figure 2. Collection site of Least Grebe in the vicinity of San Francisco de la Sierra, 
Sierra San Francisco, municipality of Mulegé, Baja California Sur, Mexico. 

Photo by Gorgonio Ruiz-Campos

The low transparency of the water and absence of aquatic macrophytes identify this 
reservoir as unsuitable breeding habitat for this grebe. Vegetation around the collect-
ing site is characterized by elements of the Central Desert such as Elephant Cactus 
(Pachycereus pringlei), Organ Pipe Cactus (Stenocereus thurberi), Baja California 
Cholla (Cylindropuntia cholla), and Western Honey Mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) 
(Rebman and Roberts 2012). 

Specimen measurements include total length 205 mm, mass 110.2 g, wingspan 
370 mm, wing chord 85.7 mm, exposed culmen 20.8 mm, bill length (nostril to tip) 
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12.6 mm, tarsus 32.9 mm, and ovary 7 × 8 mm with diameter of largest ovum ~2.5 
mm. The measurements of the ova suggest that the bird was coming into breeding 
condition, despite the lack of a nearby male or conditions suitable for nesting at 
the pond. The specimen (UABC 2225; Figure 1) was deposited in the Bird Collec-
tion, Vertebrate Laboratory, Faculty of Sciences, Autonomous University of Baja 
California (UABC).

The Least Grebe is the smallest New World grebe, widely distributed in fresh and 
brackish water in tropical and subtropical zones from southern Texas to northern 
Argentina. The low wing loading of these birds, their generalized feeding habits, 
and their high reproductive rate allow them to use temporary bodies of fresh water 
as well as large permanent ones (Storer 2020). Two (Storer 2020) or three (Storer 
and Getty 1985) of the five recognized subspecies of T. dominicus (Dickinson and 
Remsen 2013) occur in North America: T. d. bangsi van Rossem and Hachisuka, 
1937 {type locality: Santiago, Baja California [Sur], Mexico} occurs in Baja Califor-
nia Sur, while T. d. brachypterus is widespread in the rest of Mexico and in Central 
America (and perhaps best synonymized with T. d. dominicus, of the West Indies). 
Least Grebes occurring on the east side of the Gulf of California in Sonora and 
Sinaloa have also been ascribed to T. d. bangsi but might be intermediate (Storer and 
Getty 1985). Subspecies bangsi differs from the North American mainland bird in 
its smaller size (wing chord: male <96 mm and female <93 mm) and paler, grayer 
upper parts (Storer 2020). Although nonmigratory, Least Grebes have been twice 
found in southern California as stragglers or pioneers (Hamilton et al. 2007), have 
nested along the lower Colorado River (McMurry and Monson 1947), and have 
occurred as far north as Arkansas (Cardiff 2009).

In mainland Mexico, the Least Grebe ranges from sea level to 2400 m, from 
Sonora and Tamaulipas on the slopes, and locally from about Aguascalientes and 
San Luis Potosí in the interior, south to El Salvador and western Nicaragua; it occurs 
also on the island of Cozumel (Howell and Webb 1995, https://ebird.org/species/
leagre). Subspecies bangsi ranges uncommonly and locally from San Ignacio oasis 
(Bancroft 1930) to San José del Cabo (Brewster 1902), with most voucher specimens 
coming from the Cape region (Santiago, Agua Caliente, and Todos Santos oases). 
The northernmost previous specimens are from Santa Águeda, “10 miles west” 
(actually 12 km southwest) of Santa Rosalía (Univ. Michigan Mus. Zool. 120066 and 
120067, 2 May 1928, and 120069, 9 June 1928) (http://portal.vertnet.org/search?q
=tachybaptus+dominicus). Sight records elsewhere on the peninsula include those 
from Las Pocitas region (Llinas and Jiménez 1997), artificial reservoirs near La Paz 
city (Carmona et al. 1999), and many recent reports from oases between Punta El 
Mechudo and San Ignacio (https://ebird.org/species/leagre). Our specimen provides 
the northernmost record of the species on the Baja California peninsula and lends 
credence to a recent sighting (30 March 2022) in the vicinity of San Francisco de la 
Sierra (https://ebird.org/hotspot/L18367774).

Numbers in Baja California Sur have recently fluctuated. Over a century ago 
this subspecies was common in ponds in the Cape Region (Brewster 1902, Grinnell 
1928) and nested as far north as San Ignacio oasis (Bancroft 1930), but since 1930 
the population has experienced periods of contraction and colonization throughout 
its range (Llinas and Jiménez 1997, Wurster et al. 2001, Unitt 2001). Other wetland-
associated species of Baja California Sur, such as Belding’s Yellowthroat (Geothlypis 
beldingi), also disperse among isolated oases with suitable habitat (Erickson et al. 
2008). More explorations of the oases of the northern Sierra San Francisco (San 
Nicolás and San Gregorio areas) would help to clarify the current abundance and 
distribution of the Least Grebe in the region.

We thank the JiJi Foundation for financing the field exploration in the Sierra San 
Francisco. Anny Peralta (Fauna del Noroeste A.C.) supported the planning of the 
field expedition. Celerino Montes (Reserva de La Biosfera El Vizcaíno-Comisión 
Nacional de Áreas Naturales Protegidas, Guerrero Negro) and María de la Luz 
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Gutiérrez Martínez (Secretaría de Cultura-Instituto Nacional de Antropología e 
Historia, La Paz) permitted our access to the study area. Our collection permit 
was provided by the Dirección General de Vida Silvestre, Ciudad de México (No. 
SGPA/DGVS/03587). Daniel D. Gibson and Logan Kahle made useful comments 
that improved the content of the manuscript.
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BOOK REVIEW
Rogue Birder: The Making of a Modern Ornithologist, by M. Ralph Browning. 
2018. Oregon Review Books, 170 pages, 24 black and white photos. Paperback, 
$15.00. ISBN-13: 978-1729308134.

This freewheeling, readable memoir describes youthful passion, a deep affection 
for a rural, wild place and its birdlife, and the early formative experiences that led 
the author to eventually migrate from Oregon to a career with the Biological Survey 
at the U.S. National Museum. The book’s title hints at a double meaning, which is its 
intent: “A Rogue Birder birds the Rogue River watershed. A Rogue Birder is also a 
state of mind, an attitude.” The author perceives himself, and rightly so, as a gentle 
gadfly who enjoys challenging the conclusions about the taxonomy and distribution 
of Oregon birds. The natural setting is the vast and diverse Rogue River Valley of 
southwestern Oregon. The climate and vegetation here “bridged the gap between 
environments of the Coast Range and east to the Great Basin.” In the 1950s, when 
this tale begins, this region’s birdlife was little explored. Over the decades, Browning 
made it a life’s goal to fill in the blanks by documenting range extensions and new 
records. As a result, “Rogue Birder” teaches a lot about the distributional limits of 
birds in southern Oregon. The book is organized into 16 chapters which carry us 
on a meandering path that reveals the many early field adventures that led to deeper 
thinking about bird biology and science. While it follows a general chronology, the 
chapters do no not have to be read sequentially for the memoir to be appreciated. 
Browning makes passing mention of his scientific papers, but the reader could have 
appreciated his many contributions more fully if a bibliography of his publications 
had been included. 

Browning’s narrative is sprinkled with word play, a wry sense of humor, and 
segues that drift off into side topics that captured the author’s imagination while 
putting pen to paper. These tangential forays, sometimes far from the beaten track, 
add some spice and give the book a light-hearted and very personal angle. Brown-
ing clearly does not take himself too seriously. He alternates frequently between the 
first- and third-person points of view, a style that struck me at first as awkward, but it 
works. He pays homage throughout to a number of local birders and to well-known 
systematic ornithologists whom he encountered over the years, telling us how they 
helped influence his thinking. Field trips as a teenager with friends and mentors, 
in his dad’s Willys jeep and later his own VW bug, remind some of us of our own 
early days on the loose. An intimate familiarity with the region allows Browning 
to reminisce authoritatively about how the Rogue River country’s habitats have 
changed since the 1950s and 1960s. As everywhere, pristine places became less so, 
and dams altered forever the free-flowing creeks and rivers. Field notes were taken 
with a troublesome rapidograph pen that needed constant shaking to keep the India 
ink flowing. I too struggled with those pens. 

In 1957, the publication of the 5th edition of the American Ornithologists’ Union’s 
Check-list was a watershed event in ornithology. The Check-list provided the official 
word on nomenclature, distribution, and, importantly in this edition, the subspecies 
of all North American birds. Browning writes about marking up his original Peterson 
field guide with the new names that had supplanted the old ones. The Check-list’s 
distributional details on some species occupying southern Oregon were sketchy, and 
he remarks on several. Indeed, ideas that he questioned in the 1960s he followed up 
on later as subjects of his research. He shares his philosophy about subspecies and 
related subjects at various places throughout.

I especially enjoyed reading about the trips Browning made by small skiff to 
flat-topped but inaccessible Goat Island near Brookings in spring 1966. This is the 
largest island on the Oregon coast, and in 1940 was the sole breeding bird island 
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in the Oregon Coast National Wildlife Refuge. No one had been on Goat Island 
for many decades before his visit. Ralph and compadre Bill went there primarily 
to explore for subterranean-nesting sea birds. To this end they were successful. 
After finding a tiny beach to land their craft and space to pitch a tent, they were 
off searching and inspecting burrows in the deep, soft soil. They found a colony of 
Cassin’s Auklets and a lone Rhinoceros Auklet, at that time hundreds of miles south 
of known breeding locales. By extrapolating from burrow counts they estimated 
a nesting colony of over a half million Leach’s Storm-petrels. Subsequent surveys 
determined that their estimate of Leach’s was too high by a factor of five, but their 
efforts laid the groundwork for more sophisticated surveys later.

Of note, Browning played a role in bringing to light the Wrentit’s recent expansion 
into the Rogue River country. This followed from finding populations that appeared 
to be different from those in adjacent regions. From plumage coloration of specimens 
he’d collected and from museum collections, he argued that the local populations 
represented a distinct subspecies, which he described as Chamaea fasciata margra. 
He laments that his subspecies may be in taxonomic jeopardy.

Throughout the book, Browning circles again and again between his early years 
in southern Oregon to his time at the National Museum, but always returns to his 
home in the Rogue Valley. Written with unbridled enthusiasm, this memoir is a fun 
read filled with tales and stories to which many can enjoy and relate. All of us who 
also have a love for the place where they developed their early love for birding, and 
perhaps for ornithology, will find this book a delight.

Christopher W. Swarth

BOOK REVIEW
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Debbie Jordan, Melrose, FL
Lucinda Kamler, Bishop, CA
Margaret Kearns, Santa Barbara, CA
Mary Keithler, Englewood, CO
Barbara Kelley, Bishop, CA
Susan Baake Kelly, Novato, CA
Joan Kent, Santa Barbara, CA
Nancy Kenyon, Irvine, CA
Lloyd Kiff, Blaine, WA
Sally and Brent Kitson, Goleta, CA
Rebecca Kitto, Palmdale, CA
Stephanie Klein & Larry Baer, Palo 

Alto, CA
Michael Kraus & Nancy Sasser, Peta-

luma, CA
Maureen Lahiff, Oakland, CA
Sami LaRocca, Woodland, CA
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Lucy Lee, Lake Forest, CA
David Leland, Sonoma, CA
William Lenarz, Kentfield, CA
Robin Leong, Vallejo, CA
David Levasheff, Santa Barbara, CA
Kelli Levinson, Bakersfield, CA
Melanie Paula Lutz, Berkeley, CA
Dee Lyon, Thousand Oaks, CA
Maci MacPherson, Missoula, MT
Ron Mallory, Point Reyes Station, CA
Don Marsh, Ridgway, CO
Guy McCaskie, Imperial Beach, CA
Andrew McCormick, Bellevue, WA
Robert McKernan, Redlands, CA
Helen McKinley, Oakland, CA
Patrick McNulty, Santa Barbara, CA
Martin Meyers, Truckee, CA
William Mitchel  
Joseph Morlan, Pacifica, CA
Kay Murashima Wilson, Bishop, CA
David Nelson, San Rafael, CA
Ronald Overholtz, Bishop, CA
James Owens, Mercer Island, WA
Jim and Debby Parker, Mount Shasta, CA
Susan Patla, Tetonia, ID
Bruce Peterjohn, Lewes, DE
George Peyton, Berkeley, CA
Irene (Lorraine) Potter, Tacoma, WA
Jude Power, Bayside, CA
Michael J. Prather  
Nicholas Pulcinella, Green Valley, AZ
Sydney Quinn 
Bill Ralph, Raymond, CA
Katherine Regester, Ventura, CA
Donald Reinberg, Greenbrae, CA
Jeanelle Richardson, Seattle, WA
Maggie Riley  
Catherine Rose, Santa Barbara, CA
Diane Rose, Grass Valley, CA
Vicki Roth  
Daniel Ruthrauff, Anchorage, AK

Brenda Sabin, Newport Beach, CA
Edana Salisbury, Buena Park, CA
Florence Sanchez, Santa Barbara, CA
Rick Saval, Avila Beach, CA
N. John Schmitt, Wofford Heights, CA
Cynthia Schotte, Malibu, CA
Karen & Richard Scott, Bishop, CA
Frank & Katherine Severson, West 

Sacramento, CA
David Sexton  
Dominic Sherony, Fairport, NY
Dave Shuford, Petaluma, CA
Susan Shuford  
Susan Smith, Del Mar, CA
Marvin & Carola Sohns, Napa, CA
Jay Sooter, Eureka, CA
Sonja Sorbo, Roseville, CA
Pamela Stones, Quartz Hill, CA
Claire Michelle Stuyck  
Glen Tepke, Santa Cruz, CA
Edith Trimmer
Philip Unitt, San Diego, CA
David Vander Pluym, Baton Rouge, LA
Frank Verstraete, Davis, CA
Derrick Vocelka  
Robin Wahl  
Catherine Waters, Dana Point, CA
Brian Weed, Pacific Grove, CA
Joel D. Weintraub, Marmara Bay, CA
Liz West, Galt, CA
Gary Wiles, Olympia, WA
Teri Wills, Martinez, CA
Erika Wilson, Sierra Vista, CA
J. William Yeates, Sacramento, CA
Pauline Yeckley, San Francisco, CA
BlackBaurd Trust
Caribbean Conservation Trust 
Chevron Matching Grant 
Eastern Sierra Audubon
Eastern Sierra Land Trust  
Sierra Foothills Audubon

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS
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WFO NEWS
Looking Back on 2022, Anticipating the Coming Year

WFO President John Harris summarizes the achievements of the past year, 
previews upcoming programs for 2023, and discusses the financial status of the or-
ganization: https://westernfieldornithologists.org/looking-back-on-2022-looking-
ahead-to-2023/.

New Program for Students and Young Birders
Getting advice for becoming a professional ornithologist, sharing ideas and expe-

riences with other young birders, learning about careers in conservation. These are 
among the topics in WFO’s Zoom sessions open to all students and young birders. 
And all the programs are free! See the upcoming schedule and spread the word: 
https://westernfieldornithologists.org/new-program-for-students-and-young-
birders/.

WFO’s Birdathon Returns
It’s not too soon to start planning for the 2023 Birdathon—to be held from 

April 1 to May 15. Reunite with your team from the 2021 Birdathon, or form a new 
one. Gather sponsors and raise funds to support both WFO’s programs and a con-
servation project that will benefit the threatened Tricolored Blackbird—on which 
Western Birds has published many important studies. Check out all the details:  
https://westernfieldornithologists.org/wfos-birdathon-returns/.

Coming Soon to the WFO Website: Podcasts
Nicholas Earnhart joined WFO about two years ago. Now the ninth grader is 

working with WFO Board member Teresa Connell to create podcasts for the WFO 
website initially aimed at involving young birders. For the project, they are using a 
program called “Bird is the Word.” How did Nicholas come up with this idea? When 
did he start birding? What fascinates him about birds? Meet Nicholas—in his own 
words: https://westernfieldornithologists.org/coming-soon-to-the-wfo-website/.

WFO’s 2023 Conference Is Colorado Bound
If you have never birded in Colorado or even if you have, you do not want to 

miss this year’s event, July 19–23, held jointly with the Colorado Field Ornitholo-
gists. Trips to see a variety of mountain specialties, the ever-popular ID panels, and 
special programs for young birders are among the attractions. Preview the confer-
ence highlights: 
https://westernfieldornithologists.org/wfos-2023-conference-is-colorado-bound/.

Research Grant Program Enters Fourth Year
Western Field Ornithologists gives three grants of $1,500 each to undergraduate 

and graduate students to support their research in the field biology of birds within 
the WFO region. Application deadline for the 2023 season is March 6. Learn how 
to apply: 
https://westernfieldornithologists.org/research-grant-program-enters-fourth-year/.

Member Update for 2023
Good news for the new year: WFO is transitioning to a software program that 

will facilitate renewing your membership as well as making donations. Membership 
Secretary Shaun Wilde describes the changes and shares some interesting facts about 
the WFO membership. Read Shaun’s update: 
https://westernfieldornithologists.org/member-update-for-2023/.
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Western Specialty:
Western Snowy Plover

Photo by © Grace Murayama and Larry Loeher of Los Angeles, California:
Western Snowy Plover (Charadrius nivosus nivosus)
Zuma Beach, Los Angeles County, California, 6 March 2020.
What does it take to sustain a threatened bird in the largest city in western North America? 
In this issue of Western Birds, Thomas P. Ryan, Stacey Vigallon, Ross Griswold, Lucien 
Plauzoles, Cheryl Egger, Susan Sheakley, Lana Nguyen, and Robert Schallmann report on  
the status and conservation of the Snowy Plover in Los Angeles and Orange counties, 
southern California. On beaches used by millions of people, monitoring and management 
must be intensive. Protective measures have been incrementally more effective in Orange 
County, where since 2017 the number of nesting pairs has crept up and the wintering 
population has remained stable while in Los Angeles County any nesting has been 
intermittent and the wintering population continues to decline.

Photo by © Joel Gilb of Sahuarita, Arizona:
Tropical Kingbird (Tyrannus melancholicus)
Sumner Lake State Park, De Baca County, New Mexico, 18 June 2022.
Since the Tropical Kingbird first colonized in southeastern Arizona in 1938, its breeding  
range in the United States has gradually spread north. The first Tropical Kingbirds in New 
Mexico were an apparent pair in 2010, then in 2022 Matthew J. Baumann discovered the 
first nest in New Mexico, as he relates in this issue of Western Birds. This photo is of the  
male of that pair, whose nest was not successful.
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